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Father Was Praying
For 'Lucky' Soldier

!Ministers To
Begin Series At
Mason Temple

15c

'Young Wife Is Slain
Shielding Husband

Young Ferguson said that he
Funeral services for a 25went to Vietnam last July. and
The gospel preaching team of year-old woman who saved her
for five months served in a
Elders Milton Perry and Darrel husband from a shotgun blast
transportation outfit in the cenJessup will begin a series of fired by her father were held
tral highlands.
evangelistic services at Mason last Sunday afternoon at the
"This was my first brush with:
the Viet Cong," he said.
Temple on Easter Sunda y , Pentecostal Temple Church of
March 26. starting at 3 p.m., God in Christ with Bishop J. 0.
"While driving through An
Patterson, Sr.. delivering the
and the public is invited.
Khe, they opened up on us. AB
eulogy.
of us jumped out of our trucks
Elder Perry, formerly of New
and crawled under them. We
York, is now pastoring a large The victim was Mrs. Mary
remained there, until we were
church in Los Angeles. and has Catherine Mack, mother of three
rescued by some South Korean
preached in foreign lands. In small children ad wife of Lewis
troops," Mr. Ferguson exthe British Honduras it was es- Mack, 25, of 6.79 Hamilton St.
plained.
timated that he was heard by Held without bond on a charge
of first degree murder was J. K.
The young soldier said that
some 50,0Q0.
he was trained as medic, and
It was Elder Perry who joined Yarbro. 43. of 1553 Fairfax st.
when he was later transferred
Dr. Martin Luther King on his The shoot in g occurred on
to a medical unit, where he
walk from Jersey City, N. J., b) Tuesday night around 7:10 p.m.
J. K. YARBRO
sometimes helped to evacuate
Washington, D. C. He made after Yarbro and his son-in-law
the wounded by helicopter,
comments which were heard on had taken over an argument been separated
for about a
every day was filled with acradio and televisian during the started between his children and
the
year,
grandchildren.
and
the
two
were yetion.
walk.
Mr. Mack had gotten in front united only a short time before
They would shoot soldiers all
Elder Jessup one of AmenREGINOLD FERGUSON
around me," he said, "but since
ca's great gospel preachers, of 1551 Fairfax when his father- her death.
in-law took aim with a .20 gauge
Reginald Ferguson, 20.year- I was a medic they didn't try as JAYCEES' MAN OF YEAR
a phone on behalf of the or1946. He is the pastor of
hails from Gulfport, Miss.
On Monday of this week, Mr.
ganization is Ernest Owens,
old medic with the U.S. Army hard to get me as they did the — Rev. S. A. Owen, right,
Metropolitan Baptist church
The two preachers may be shotgun. when Mrs. Mack step- , Mack's landlord at 679 Hamilwas
honored
at
the
Btu!
f
president. Rev. Owen w a s
in Vietnam for the past few ones who were carrying rifles."
and past president of the
heard at Mason Temple at serv- ped between the two men. The
City Jaycees' Man of the
months, said this week that he
cited for his civic, religious
After the Viet Cong started
Tennessee Baptist Mission• ices to be held at 230 and 7:30 blast struck her in the neck ton said that the man had taken
his children and moved from his
and educational contribuwas "extremely lucky" to be shooting medics, he said, he. Year daring a recent lunchary and Education Conven- p.m. starting Monday, March and upper part of the chest.
back home without having suf- armed himself with a rifle and; eoe, and presenting him with
tions to the community in
She was dead on arrival at furnished room on the second
tion. (Henry Ford Photo)
27. at 950 Mason st.
.floor, and had not left a forfered a scratch while he saw started firing back.
John Gaston hospital.
•
soldiers all around him being "I shot at least eight or nine.
Yarbro was disarmed by his; warding address.
•'
shot.
son-in-law and fled. He was ar-I Mrs. Mack was buried on Sunof them," he said. ' I didn't kill
rested shortly afterward some day in the Mt. Carmel cameBut his father, Rev. A. James them, just shot them."
,distance from his home.
tery. J. 0. Patterson Funeral
Ferguson of 1279 Pennsylvania Now that he is out of service.
Mr. Mack and his wife had Home was in charge.
as not the youth said he plans to cominformed him that it
plete two more years of high
"luck."
"He was not wounded." he school and study to become an
said, "because a lot of us backi X-ray technologist under the GI The Memphis branch of the eludes M bites from a low rent
NAACP has asked the Board ofiproject therein (or the reverse
Bill of Rights.
here were prayiu for him."
The
Howard
University
_ Directors of the Memphis Hous-; racial situation)."
Alumni Club of Memphis will
ing Authority to overhaul its. Mrs. Smith told the Board of observe the Centennial
Year of
policy of assigning tenants on ,Rirectors that the time has arthe founding of Howard Uni*racial basis. dist bit- protesteditived fat ,it to work creatively versity. Washington.
with
, the proposed purchase of apartfor1 toward meaningful public de- a public program D.C.,
Friday,
ments an North Seventh St.
segregation.
March 31 at First Baptist
relocation of displaced persona.. The members of the MHA
Miss Carla Thomas, popular i Century is the challenge of exChurch Lauderdale, 7.30 P M.
recording star from Memphis,1 cellence, the challenge of equalMrs.lBoard
Directors
of
are
Edward
the
letter
In
signed
by
Dr.
Samuel
L.
Gandy,
dean
Georof
from
Twelve teachers
e see,,F. Barry, Julius Lewis. W. E. the
presented Arkansas AM&N col-iity, the challenge of greatness.
Maxine A. Smith. executive
School of Religion. Howard
gin Avenue School attended the tete_ry of the branch, the Montgomery. Morrie Moss and University
at Pine Bluff with a $1,000 and only through education can
lege
will be the guest
check last week to establish thel we meet these challenges."
Tennessee Education Assoeia-NAACP said that the "over—Mrs. Ethel Venson.
speaker for the occasion.
Carla Thoma s Scholarship l Miss Thomas was the honored
tion Meeting and the Council haul" will involve assignment of
Since his ordination, Dr. GanFund, the first in a series to be guest at a luncheon following
dy has served almost consecuon Exceptional Meeting in proposed and future projects on
started by the popular vocalist, the convocation and sang at a
'a basis other than race "and
tively in the college and uniNashville last Friday.
Miss Thomas. daughter of the Women's Day dance. She also
complete reassignment of an
versity chaplaincy. He was
personality, Rufus Thom- presented the "Woman of the
radio
among the founders of the Na.
Attending the TEA meetieil residents
as of Radio Station WDIA, was Year" plaque to Miss Jewell
under the Authority."
tional Association of College
were Miss Dorothy Pope, Mrs.,
in Pine Bluff as the speaker for Mitchell, a junior from Augusta,
and University Chaplains at
Mrs Smith stated in her letter
Fifth Annual Women's Day Ark.
the
Joyce B. Weddington, Mrs that a year ago the Memphis
Yale University in 1947, and is
Finer Womanhood awards
Convocation.
NONNI' CALHouri
Sara Lewis and Mrs. Jeraldine NAACP had protested the pur
a past president of this national
were presented to Misses Alice
Tennessee
Mil
of
graduate
A
association. His campus minischase of the apartments, and-[ un
Taylor.
State University, she is c u r- James of North Little Rock.
try has included Fisk Universithat there has been no change
DR. SAMUEL GANDY
working for a master's Ark.. and Lucille Henderson, of
rently
Special Education teachersi in its position.
Virginia
State
college
and
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The tY
degree
in English Literature at Dumas. Ark., both seniors.
attending the luncheon meeting The protest, Mrs. Smith said, Supreme Court heard two cases Dillard university.
chairman of National Program
Howard University in Washing! was based upon the assumptioni
A
native
Anderton.
of
S.
C.,
were Miss Margaret Bland,i
Advisory Committee (NCCJ); ton, D. C.
ithat only Negroes would be as-!demonstrating different facets he holds the B. A. degree from Community
Advisor on Equal Miss Thomas told her audf
,of the national problem of how South Carolina College; B.D.
'
Miss Ruby Brown, Mrs. IJllie signed to them.
Employment, Wash. D. C: ence, that "for centuries women
Roberts, Mrs. Mary Talford,1 "The controlling factor in dis-, racial minorities are to find a degree from Howard University
i
Washington Advisory Commit- have been regarded as nothing
,
satisfactory' place to live.
and the Ph.D. degree from the tee,
being , Mrs. Sadie Williams, Mrs. Lillielcrinfination in public housing is
Nat'l YWCA Summer pro- more than chattel, yet it was the
A 13-year-old boy is
Solicitor
one
U.
case,
S.
In
— policy of the Memphis Hous- General Thurgood Marehall act- University of Chicago.
, Phillips, Mrs. Pearlie Williams ,i the
gram: Consultant, Cornmunity women who helped shape thisl
He has been a consultant to Relations,
held in Juvenile Court this
'ing Authority of assigning prosD. C. American Jew- natiou's destiny."
week on a charge of second They attended meeting at the pective low rent housing tenants uli: for the Justice Department, the Southern Regional Council; ish Committee; and many
oth- Among the Negro women who
the
High Coure that the a regional advisor to the Nadegree murder in the death Municipal Auditorium, the Her- on a racial basis. We do not told
ers.
believe
YMCA:
have contributed to the heritage PASCO, Wash. (UPI) — Mark
Student
vicetional
that
a
the
fact
that
a
resistate
of
California
had
placed
of his sine-year-old playmate
mitage Hotel and the First dent of a given neighborhood its official seal on "invidious president of the New Orleans The program will include the of America, Miss Thomas cited Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn.''
(Continued On Page 2)
Baptist Church.
are predominantly Negro ex- private practices" in housing. Branch of NAACP and chair- Douglass High School glee club Phyllis Wheatley, Harriet Tub- considered by many as
the
under
the
direction
of Omar man, Sojourner Truth, Mary greatest
man of its education commitAmerican novel, was
Robinson.
A
reception
will
folMcLeod
and
tee;
he was among t h e
Bethune and Gloria under attack from a local civil
founders of the old Student low in the parish hall. The Richardson.
rights leader because it congeneral
public
is
invited.
Volunteer Movement in South
Miss Thomas added. "Among tains the word "nigger."
Robert Waller is chairman you are sparks of
Carolina.
greatness. We The Rev. Howard P. HawIn 1958, Dr. Gandy traveled of Centennial Observance Com- must be prepared to serve, not kins, former president of the
mittee. Mrrs. Bettye C. Snowd- only as
women, but as physi- local chapter of the National
in Europe, the Soviet Union, en, president. Horace Chand- cists, social workers,
engineers, Association for th advancethe Middle East, as a member ler, vice president: Mrs. Emo- scientist, doctor,
lawyers, and ment of Colored People, said
of the inter-faith team of gene W. Wilson, secretary, and one day as
President of the he had asked that the work be
Christians and Jews (NCCJ). Dr. Robert M. Tharpe, treas- United
States."
removed from high school EngHe was director of the Eur- urer.
"The challenge of the 20th lish classes.
opean Seminar on Church Heritage, summer 1960.
He is a member of the Board
of Governors, National Conference of Christians and Jews,

Position On Segregate
Housing Is Restated

Centennial Of Howard
To Be Observed Here

Elementary At

Recording Star Sets
Up Scholarship Fund

TEA Meeting

2
5

Top Court
Hears Cases
Housing

Teenager Charged
With Murder In
Death Of Boy 9

Rights Chief
wants'
Huck
Ousted

Guest Speaker'

To Appear At
Metropolitan

Mrs. Joyce C. Springfield. seretary in the offices of Charles
E Pool special assistant to the
Regional Director, and Kenneth
Whalum, hearing officer of the

Sunday, March 26, will climax
a month of Associated Activities
at the Metropolitan Baptist
church.
Guest speaker for the 3:15
p m. program will be the Rev.
Chas. H. Fitzgerald of Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. Fitzgerald is the financial secretary of the Tennessee
Bptis t M. ? E. Convention.
He has had much experience as
as instructor in the former
American Baptist Theological
Seminary in Nashville. For the
past three years he has worked
under the direction of Negro
and white Baptists in the state.
To be enjoyed with the address will be an interesting program planned by Mrs. Wilma
Sueing and her committee. A
special musical program by the
youth of the church will be the

Kennelled On Page 2)

(Continued Oe rage 2)

MRS JOY:"E SPRINGFIELD

Secretary is
Cited For Top
Performance
,
HELPING DESTITUTE
FAMILY — Amoeg the
scores of persona who came
Is the aid of Mrs. Doseie

A

Posey of 233 Cynthia mother
ten e hit d r ea during the
weekend was Charlie F.
Morris, left, announced can-

didate for councilman from
District 7, who is sees delivering food on behalf of
Klondike Civic club. Among

those who helped to make
up the basket for the fa m ii were Mrs. Vera Moton,
Mrs. Katie Sexton, M r s.
Ernestine Martin and Mrs.
Alma Morris.

SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED — Dr. I. A. Torrence. vice president for administration and student affairs at Arkansas AMAN
college, is seen accepting a
check for $1,001 from Miss
Carla Thomas for the estab-

lishmetit of at Carla Thomas Scholarship Fund at the
Pine Bluff institution. Miss
Thomas. a popular recording star, was there as the
speaker for the Fifth Annual Women's Day Conroe'.
lion last week.
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cAsEl Russwurm Award Winners Are
SUeSAnnounced By NNPA Members

•

Nurses Plan
First Annual

SEGREGATI,ON

U.S.
In School
Aid Row

••••
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Charity Ball

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Sevenhy to surmount barriers which editor and publisher of the Nor_ winners of its Russwurm In the past had kept NegrOolk Journal and Guide. Frank The Beta CM chapter of
g a in I n gL. Stanley, Publisher of Louis- Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Inc.,
Awards were named Monday by performers from
the National Newspaper Pub- acceptance as stars in big time, vile Defender, is president of an organization of graduate
NNPA.
nurses, will present the first
lishers Association as the as- network television.
annual Future Nurses Ball at
tion's 100-odd Negro newspapers Mr, and Mrs. Stephen R.
the Club Rosewood on Friday
began observance of National Currier who contributed mil-,
lions of dollars to civil rights.
night, April 21.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — The Negro Newspaper Week.
federal government filed its The awards, named for John improved race relations, child
A national project of the
first suit Tuesday to force a B. Russwurm, founder of the welfare and mental hea It h
' sorority, it will feature conpublic school to honor the de. first Negro newspaper, Free- through their Taconic Foundatestants from high schools,
segregation pledge it made to dom's Journal, in New York tion which they established, iti
business colleges, vocational
Lincoln Elementary school obget federal aid.
schools. schools of nursing.
City on March 17, 1827, are has been reported, because they
The Justice Department said made annually in recognition believed that they, as possessor , served Father and Son's Night The contestants may range in
In its suit that the Dale County, of accomplishments or acts of great wealth and the ad- on Thursday night March 9 ages from 17 to 30.
Ala., Board of Education as- which enrich the democratic vantages that went with it, had , and the guest speaker was Dr. The purpose of the ball is to
obligation to the less1Charles L. Dinkin, president of raise funds for young women
sured the government it would concept or uphold the high tra- a ..deep
.
nursing
the
in
interested
comply NA ith the 1964 Civil ditions of the American way of privileged. The 32-year-old Mr.1 Owen college.
Currier and his Wife, the grandRights Act when it received life.
Music was furnished by the profession.
of Andrew Mellon, dis-1
• •
more than $100,000 in federal A special citation
was to he daughter
male chorus of New Era Bap- 1 Each contestant must have
in a private plane on
appeared
sponsor
funds during 1965-66.
B.
the tist church. Devotions was givenla registered nurse as
presented President Lyndon
when the a tripfrom Puerto Ric - to
by Walter Booker, and remarks The winner will receive first
Arty Gen, Ramsay Clark said Johnson next Friday
Virgin Islands in January.
in Washington, however, that NNPA board of directors is
made at the end of the program prize and be crowned "TutuCharles Evers, field director by the principal, Bennie M. ama Queen" of Chi Eta Phi
the
with
Dale County authorities still as- scheduled to confer
Sorority.
sign students and teachers to chief executive at the White of the NAACP in Mississippi, Batts.
schools on the basis of race.
House. The citation recognizes who has given courageous and.
responsible leadership to the
The suit said the Dale County the President's bold advocacy
rights movement in that
civil
Amenall
for
equality
full
of
system, comprising 1,828 white
He succeeded his brother,
state.
support'
consistent
his
and
and 650 Negro students, is com- cans
Evers, who was shot
Medgar
pletely segregated and Negroes of civil rights.
to death from ambush by an
Russwurm
1966
are furnished inferior school fa- Winners of the
assassin who has never been
cilities and programs.
Awards are:
Punished.
Named defendants were Dale Senator Edward W. Brooke,
County Education Supt. J o e of Massachusetts, the first Harold Howe II. U. S. Cornhis
H. Payne, and school board Negro to win a seat in the missioner of Education, for
apmembers Dorsey Kelley. Hay- United States Senate by popu- consistent and unwavering
of
wood Hutto. Charles Carroll, lar election, and the first of olication of the Department
Weland
Education
Health.
Charles Gary and William Hor- his race to serve in the upper
guidelines for the desegton.
chamber since Reconstructionlfare's
of public schools.
regation
Culp,
Robert
Bill Cosby and
co-stars of the "I Spy" tele- Frank Robinson, Baltimore
vision series, whose teamwork Orioles star outfielder and winon and off the TV screens en- ner of the American League's
abled erstwhile comedian Cos- triple batting crown and most
valuable player award, whose
outstanding performance a II
i season was instrumental in the
iOrioles' winning the league pennant and the world series.
Charles L. Wenner, former
HAS
(Continued From Page 1)
who
Congressman,
Georgia
withdrew as a candidate for
NO FURY last Friday afternoon.
fulfill his
Robert reelection rather than
UKE Police said thatofRicky
party obligation to support felDeN.
684
13,
Lee Jones,
low Democrat Lester Maddox,
catur at. shot and killed Ronnie candidate for governor.
A Wayne Calhoun with a shotgun As in past years, winners will
about 4:45 p.m.
WOMAN'S. The blast struck the young be presented plaques. A spokesman for the publishers pointedl
victim in the face at close
that Russwurm Awards are
out
411411414,
range, killing him instantly.
intended to be typical and that
Homicide Inspector N. E. many persons of comparable
Zachary said that only the two achievements were by passed
boys were in the house at the becousethey had been named
FOR INFORMATION
time of the shooting.
winners in recent years. or beMrs.
of
Ronnie was the son
cause their accomplishments
Catharine Scott of 706 N. Deca- occurred before or after the
tur at. and a third grade stu- year 1966.
dent at the Gordon Elementary The awards were announced
school.
by Howard B. Woods and ThomAside from his mother, he is as W.YYoung, co-chairmen of
survived by three sisters and a the selection committee. Mr.
brother.
Woods is editor-in-chief of Sengstacke Publications, headquar- V.
.:;11:!•
tered in Chicago. Mr. Young is
•
a. •

Father-Son Night

5fliffe (Taskimi
Need Managers
And Fashion Stylist

We Specialize In Home Shows,
Organization Shows, And Club Shows.
This Is Show Business

Now Showing!

HELL

Teenage

A Profit Check
And A New Wardrobe For The
Right Lady

THE FURY
OF

RAGE!

You Can Make As Much As You Like.

DOING HER OWN KNITTING at the age of 104 is
Mrs. Narcissus J. Bullock
of Jackson, Tenn., who celebrated her last birthday
anniversary on August 11,

DRAGE Secretary
ig
Primil WNW
SION Mil

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

(Continued From Page 1)

1966

t

PLUS 2nd HIT

HE'S DOUBLE
TROUBLE
ALONG THE
BORDERi

PritifS
ANA.

AUDIE

BRODERICK

MURPHY CRAWFORD
rme

Memphis Regional Post Office,
received a Superior Performance Award in the amount of
$100.
Mrs. Springfield was employed in May 1966 and was
cited for excellent and outstanding performance since that
time.
The citation stated that she is
courteous, friendly and efficient
and willing to go the "e xtr a
She is the wife of Leon Spring
field and resides with her husband and daughter at 4859 Horn
Lake rd. Her parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Cunningham.

WCAN] Guest Speaker

In lilt Waft • UMW Pleat.
"
,
TECHN/COLOR-/ TEC,••spaiSCOPE

STARTS FRI. MAR. 31
"HURRY SUNDOWN"
Diahann Carroll
Robert Hooks
Michael Caine

WE INVITE YOU AND

you FRIENDS

1967

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS'
341 UNION AYE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526,8207
327-8451

It

Standard ofthe-World

(Continued From Page 1)
main feature of the 7:30 p. in.
hour.
Leroy Applin is general chairman of the month's activities.
I Mrs. Ernestine J. Young is pub' hefty chairman. Rev. S. A.
Owen is Church minister.

and the second publishing
agent for the CME church.
They were the parents si
two children, both of whom
passed within the last two
years. (nein by Malt
Stansbury)

HOGUE & KNOTT
60
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPST..
Garden Grown Fresh
CELERY 10A
CABBAGE
Medium
Lb.
Stalk

CALL MRS.10LA ANDERSON
= Phone
948-4391
948-9687

•
,4111P,

1966. A native of Big Sandy,
Tenn., she was reared in
Arkansas and moved back
to Tennessee with her late
husband, Rev. Henry Hillock, who was a minister

MORRELL'S PRIDEFully. Cooked

HAMS
494
FRESH EGGS

16 to 18_11s.
Whole or
Butt Portion

Lb.

LARGE Doze. 39'
MEDIUM Dozen

COUPE DE'VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

Be
extra nice
, toyour
mailman...
Hell be bringing you
something special the
week of April 3rd.

• DE 'VILLE CONVERTIBLE.,

AND OWNER LOYALTY
HOLSUM
Brown'it Serve
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 30 CARS IN STOCK TO CMOOSI PROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

4

4

ROLLS 19
Dozen

.7 COMMENT LNCATIONS.- 'WE RESERVE THE RICHT TO LIMIT ONANTMES
4321 SUMMER
1.378 HOLLYWOOD

'3511 PARK
1578 LAM,-,R
336.4 Nr) T1OMAS

973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
51 N 0 ,
izier H

1
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Five Generations At 45
Do
Birthday Celebration

LeMoyne Seniors
Practice Teaching

College ver; Hazel Glover, Lester; Lora
Forty-five LeMoyne
seniors have been assigned to Ann Greene, Hamilton; Arbrie
By MRS. JENNIE S. VANCE each; Mrs. Margaret Hall of! classrooms in city and county Griffin, Booker T. Washington;
schools where they will ob- Bonnie Gwinn, Hamilton; Mil"I shall grow old but never Chicago and Johnny Askew of serve and do practice teaching. dred Hall, Porter: Roberta S.
lose life's zest, because the Memphis with his wife and son; A similtr assignment was Heard, Porter; Clenora F. Hudson, Carver; Ronnie Hughes,
road's last turning is the best." Clarence C. Moody, Jr. wife carried out last semester by
Manassas; Elenora
Huston,
seniors.
LeMoyne
24
and three children, and WilAnd so, the most thrilling
Le Moyne senior doing a Manassas; Betty Johnson, CarA
liam T. Moody, wife and two
major or minor -in education ver; William Lambert, Carver;
and unforgettable experience
children. Great grandchildren, is required to spend 126 clock Edward London, Carver; Barof a life-time which Includes
Thomas Harken of St. Louis, hours in an elementary or bara Milligan, Hamilton; Caa century, was that of Mrs.
therine Mitchell, Ham ilto n;
Miss Peggy Taylor of Jackson, secondary school classroom.
Gloria Smith, Carver; Delores
Anna Moody Moten, as she
the
LeMoyne
seniors
and
Mrs. Dorothy Walker, husband
schools to which they are as- Tiggs, Manassas; Clifford
watched five generations of
Townsend, Lester; Minnie Waland son.
signed:
relatives together with well
ker, Manassas; Mary B. Wat—Charlene
ELEMENTARY
wishing friends, file by to wish There were approximately 25
Adams, Walker Ave.. Herber- son, Douglass,
her the best in health and descendants who were unable teen Bolden, Dunn Ave.; Alene
to attend. Some were there who Boyd Stafford; Mary L. Camphappiness.
had never seen some ot the bell, Carnes; Deola Gill, SteSeated with her in a very
others and with some, years ford; Gracie Hudso n, Cumcomfortable
receiving
line, had
lapsed since they had been mings; Fred Jackson, Hyde
Park; Maggie Kincaide, Dougwere Mesdames Julia Marsh together.
lass; Versie Lipford, Magnolia;
and Emma Donald, and the
At the close of the reunion, Ruth Lofton, Hyde, Park; Dethree of them looked gracious
aid open house for a blessed an loris Macklin, Chicago Park;
as they reclined amid o v e r- noble family, one is reminded' Mary Nolan. Riverview; Relstuffed chairs that were inter- of Carlyle's words when he zie Payton, Stafford; Susie M. NASHVILLE — Atty. Robert
spaced with pots of greenery. penned, "No one need regret Thomas, Riverview ;Joyce A. E. Lillard has been elected
old age, who had left his, Walton, Stafford, and Evelyn L. president pro tern of the
More than 90 sat at the re- work well done behind him."' Miles, Dunn Ave.
Metropolitan-DavidNashville
union meal in the Stigall cafeCongratulations
to
Mrs. PHYSICAL EDUCATION (7th son County Council.
eria for a feast of enjoyment Moody Moten, grant that God grade) — David Gaines, Lin- In that position, Mr. Lillard
honoring one so active and will 'give you more days that coin Jr.: James Sandridge
becomes third in line of
young. Well prepared food you may count the many bles- rose, and Franklin Shelto n.l succession to the mayor of
served by competent assist- sings that a hundred years Hyde Park.
!Nashville. and is the elective
ants, beginning at 12:30 o'clock have brought you.
presiding officer of the council
HIGH!
JUNIOR AND SENIOR
was in abundance so that none Mrs. Moten now lives in Jack- —Ruth Booker, Porter; Mae in the absence of the mayor.
would be left without being fill- son with her daughter. Assisting Alice Brewer, Manassas; Er- Mr. Lillard is a member of
ed.
with the refreshments were , nestine Briggs, Hamilton; Mil- the Tennessee Board of Pardons
Mesdames Velva Pulliams ton Burchfield, Melrose; Marion Paroles and Probations, a
The honoree's table was
Nelda Williams and Valentine Brewer, Booker T. Washing- member of the President's
laden with gifts that included
Carr.
ton; Gertrude Franklin, Car- Commtitee for Civil Rights Untwo massive cakes, one with
der Law, the Nashville and the
100 candles placed on its top.
Tennessee Bar Associations.
The entire guests and family
were served from the larger
cake.

Lillard Third
In Line To
Metro's Mayor

BOUND PROJECT — A
group of students from
Humes High School toured
the LeMoyne College campus Saturday and observed
the Government-sponsored
Upward Bound project in

operation. Many of these
students expressed a desire
to participate in the second
session of Upward Bound
which begins in June. The
encourages
stuproject
dents to reach for their

fullest potential and plan
for college life. Willie
Johnson, standing extreme
left, director of the
project at LeMoyne, is
shown sith Frank Pole,
biology teacher at Humes.

Mrs. Esther Brown, standing, second row, third from
right, is a guidance counselor at Humes, and Miss
Elliott Jones, extreme right,
third row, is also a member
of the Humes faculty.

Add $500 to your
checking account
with Union Planters
Bancardcheks

Mrs. Martha Lacey served
punch at the entrance to the
Stigall Library, after guests
had been registered by Mrs.
Olga Baskerville before entering.
Grandson C. C. Moody made
the presentations of cards, gifts
and money, including 100 new
dollar bills from son Odell
Moody from Chicago. He expressed appreciation of t ii e
family who had gathered for
the auspicious occasion, and
amny thanks to friends who
had come.
A telegram fiom President
Lyndon B. Johnson was read,
and pictures made of the family and friends.
Present from Jackson, Tenn.,
was former Mayor Edmonds
and wife who came to express
joy with the family for the occasion.
At the re-union was C. C.
(the eldest living son) and his
wife, of Humboldt, the first
couple
married
by
Rev.
Vance in Humboldt as a pastor; Odell Moody of Chicago,
Jimmy Moody and Mrs. Estelle
Moody
Robertson
of I
Jackson, the sons and daughter
of the honoree. David Moody of
Chicago culd not be present.
Neices, Mesdames Bessie Moody Jones of Jackson and Jessie
Lou Jones of Chicago were present.
Present also were Grandchildren: Cornelius Douglas,
wife and son from Lavenia,
Tenn. . . . Mrs. Bessie Ivy and
three children from St. Louis;
Marion, Fred, John, James,
and Mrs. Lillie Mae Douglas,
wives, husbands and 15 children; Mesdames Frankie N.
Crown, and Morma J. Williams
their husbands and 5 children •

A

Long Distance rates
are lowest after 8 P.M. everyday
and all day Sunday.
Dial your own Long Distance call
and save up to 35%
over person-to-person calls.

A cash reserve you can use three ways

7

1. Protect your checking account from being overdrawn (accidentally et on purpose)
2. Write yourself a loan just by writing a check
3.Have checks you can cash anywhere, anytime—because they
are guaranteed by Union Planters National Bank

Southern Bell
411,

Long Distance (Interstate) Rate Chart
Union _Planters Bancardchein are the newest idea in
sonvenience money and the greatest thing that ever
lappenel to a checking account. They give you $500
?.xtra money to spend whenever you need it. If you
write a check for more money than you have on deposit
Pie put enough into your account to take care of it—,
up to $500.

Mon.Tue.Wed.Thur.Fri.
4:30AM Low—day rates
to 6PM
Lower—evening rates
•

As a Bancardcheks customer you'll also get special
checks which can be used to buy anything, anytime,
anywhere because they're guaranteed like a certified or
cashier's check. You can use them for ordinary purchases and bills or for travel or emergency funds. And
still you pay nothing in advance for this extra ("seven- .
ience that is available 'in Memphisonly through Union

PknistsBsonarddisks.
Yon psy nothing for ihbeadituetilroactoolly
A.And wins you do vasitsgalostimsittlob t Mod dm coupon today,cal atcome intoany Union
Illautea
IF Wilco.saki/imbillosit.
•
•
•
• •
•

1

-••••••
Please send me complete information
on Union Planters Bancardcheks
Name
Address

City

State—Zip

Maki*: Bancardehek Departmest. Union Planters
kationalBanisP.O.8ox131./AeutplisJestiA8101
1.1141111.1•411111.11•MONOMMIMIIIIIIIMIII.Mtile.1111.1.11411141.111..MIXIMOINIMMIll

Union Planters
Bancardcheks
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more than a million women
enjoy shoe comfort
they never knew before!

UNION i'LANITEItn NATItrt I.
st

.
1 510rImir.X

A-308-749
PAN ro mat

- '20
Sizes FO 12
AMA to C
Sizes over 10
$1.00 Extra

Bone, White
Black or Navy Kid.
*Black or Navy
not perforated.

MUAIRANTELO TO ITT P1011111CRY
*Worm the Plesebehe Reamer 10 Am.If
yeti dee% serve tr. the best Whig,beet
loam she* ever, year messy refaxitet.

1*IFFrowvigorill

I

UNION PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK
Kon• Orders W*
coin.. Add 50c Polder.
4% Tom Rot Taw.
Zip Cod. Pima
Mono 525.2 152

Member Fedora! Osposit Insurance Corporation
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lyric Soprano To Give
Recital Next Friday

50 To Be Honored At
2nd Congregational
Some 50 persons will be
honored for distinguished service en Tuesday night, March
311, at the Second Congregation
church in a program starting at
7:30 p. m. The guest speaker
will be Louis B Hobson principal of Manassas High school.

Also George Jordan, Omar
Robinson and John W. Whittaker, fine arts; Washington
Butler, Rev D. S. Cunningham,
Atty. H. T. Lockard, William
The individuals, cited by F. Owens, Atty. J. 0. Patterthe Men's Fellowship, will be son, Atty. Russell B. Sugarhonored Following the Pro- mon, Jr., and Jesse H. Turner,
gram during a reception to be government; Dr. John Jordan,
the healing arts; James T.
held in Love Hall.
Walker and 011ie Williams,
Among those scheduled to
labor; Attys. Arthur T. Bennett
receive the awards are: Erand Truvillus Hall, law; Dr.
nest Brazzle, Howard Pinkston
Paul Tudor Jones and Judge
and Zddie Rone, agriculture;
Kenneth Turner, public servite;
L. C. Gordon, Sam Montgomery
Mrs. Loretta Kateo, social
W. P. Porter and Johnnie
herself. Her late son was a
work; and Lt. Col. Luke LIVING THE CLEAN LIFE
Johnson, athletics; H. L. Chanddentist, but Mrs. Bullock
is one reason Mrs. NarcisWeathers, transportation.
ler, Dover Crawford, Edgar H.
never had neen for his
sus J. Bullock gives for ha%•
services for dentures, as
Davis, Sr., Gerald T. Howell Edward T. Parater will be lag lived for more than 104
she still has her own teeth.
years, and she is happy that
master of ceremonies, and
and A. A. Letting, business.
She says she has been servHarry T. Cash will present she can still cook for herOthers are Bert Ferguson and
ing God and respecting the
self and do her own housethe awards. Carl Stotts is
worth and dignity of her
work. Though she is not able
Clark Porteous, communicapresident of the Men's Fellow- to attend church regularly,
men.
fellow
tions; Samuel Bradley, Charles
ship, and Rev. John Charles *be is still able to care for
Myers and Rev. S. B. Kyles, Mickle pastor of the church.
community action; J. T. Chandler and Mrs. Mildred Heard.
community
relations;
Mrs.
Elizabeth Barnett, Miss Sandra Hobson, Miss Velma Lois
Jones. Mrs. Lacre Jordan,
Mrs. Hester Miller, Mrs. LeonoThe Events of Holy Week are Summerfield Baptist church,
ra Smith, Harold I. Strong
being celebrated this week at pastored by Rev. Leon Brookand A. C. Williams, community
several churches under the ins.
sponsorship of the Missionary
Holy Week Services are to
Fellowship Union.
be held on Wednesday night at
The services began on last the Trinity CME church at 650
Monday morning at the Wat- Wells ave., of which Rev. P.
kins Chapel ChM church, pas- Gonya Hentrell is pastor. The
tored by Rev. R. M. Downey, topic will be "Pilate Judged by
The topic was "Behold, the Jesus."
King Cometh."
On Monday night. at the On Thursday night, services
Rose
180.
Chapter
Rising Star
Friendship Baptist church at will be held at the Thomas
7roix, of King Frederick Con685 Harrison at.. the topic. Chapel Baptist church at 3331
sistory No. 38. a group of thirty"Jesus Proclaimed King," was Chapel rd. Rev. H. P. ,Sand•econd and thrity-third degree
ridge is the pastor, and the topgiven by Rev. C. Harmon.
ifasons. have completed plans
will be "Preparation for
ic
the
was
"The Midnight Call"
nd arrangements for its EasMISS ANNA SMITH
topic spoken about on Tuesday My Burial."
er Sunrise observance.
The final night services will
night at the Greater Mt. Zion
Baptist church. The pastor is be on Good Friday night, with
The Ancient Ceremony and
services at the Macedonia BapRev. E. V. McGhee.
leligious Service will be held
"The Last Judgment" was the tist church, Rev. L. M. Morit Greater Mt. Moriah Baptist
topic discussed on Wednes- ganfield pastor. The topic will
:hurch, 1098 South Wellington
morning, March 22, at the be "Crucifixion of Jesus."
day
treet, Easter Sunday,. March
%, 1967. 6:00 a_ m. Sublime
)rince Fred Ford will be prim.
:ipal speaker.
Ligh4 As A
For Modern
Miss Anna Smith, a senior
Cloud
Housewives
Knoxcollege
at
Knoxville
at
obserannual
this
viii attend
doing
currently
is
Tenn.,
ville,
ance.
her student teaching at the
Following the Ancient Cere- Vine Junior High school there.
now and Religious Service,
ireakfast will be served to Con- She is taking part in the proTHE BROOM THAT IS
sistory members and their gram for the second semester,
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY'
which runs from Feb. 27
;nests.
-""4•"•41sesi.eadorarso......through May 17.
Ill. Peer Leroy S. Moore, Cstudent
the
program,
n-C. Sublime Prince L. Jones, In the
M.W.P.M., along with III. Peers devotes about two hours each
Makers of Qeality Poems and Mops
Bullett, Roy Mayes, Sanco day to student teaching in his
Nright, Sublime Princes Clar- major field. Miss Smith is
236 S. Wellington
526.2318
z•nce Cochran and Charlie Neal, teaching general business on the
level.
grade
ninth
-ommittee-men, are going all
ut to make this observance
A 1963 graduate of Melrose
ine of the best in the history Hich school, she is the daughter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
if the Consistory.
•
of Mr. and Mrs .William Smith, le
I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
•
Sr., of 2388 Douglass.
The public is invited.

Holy Week Services In
Progress At Churches

Masons Plan
Sunrise Service
And Breakfast

Memphis Senior
Practice Teacher
In Knoxville

lifidatuto-

•41.

Homecoming Day
Planned By Church
In Binghampton

April 3rd is B-day!
Patronize Tri-State
Defenders Advertisers

•
•• CAR WASH $ 25.
.

Auto Liabilty
FOR EVERY DRIVER
,Small Down Payment 8 Months To Pay
FOR HELP WITH
• Drivers Over 65
• •Filling of Forms
• Drivers Under 25
Fillints
• S1-22
• Canceled Rejected
• Notary Public
SERVICE CALLS TO YOUR HOME

111 E ftpctive November 2 9

I 965

•

Sat ia Son. 51 25
•
8 A M to 6 P N.
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OrSat
•I
Sun os It Mt tie 2 a M.
II
•
II

III

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

II
III
18
III
III

•
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
s•a•mat
ssew•Numosmowsum•sam

b.
$1
in
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QUALITY STAMPS*'.
MORE FAMILIES SAVE,
MORE FIRMS
GIVE

QUALITY
STAMP
414
'
..10

REDEEM YOUR
QUALITY STAMP
COUPONS

NOW!

sfs,s ADKINS INS. AGENCY
988 MISS. BLVD.

PH. 948-7775

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

400 Free Quality Stamps for you each

week when you redeem all your Quality
Stamp mailer coupons. Bring your
coupons to BIG STAR Today!

PLUMBING REPAIRS
2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
FOR ECONOMY SERVICE
,01=•e

Crilt Tommy Rill

274-6765
HILL PLUMBING
& TILE CO.

'STOP I III SERVICE
Pill FOR DOWNTOWNERS!
2989 Summer
323-5594

Showroom • 549 SesoSh C000er neer Peabody

New Subscription Order
I .

s

Kindly send me the Tri-Statis
Defender to address below
On* year $6.00 Six months $3.50:
THE NEW fl-STATE DEFENDER

Favorite Premium Stamps Of Mid-America

367 Union
527-4471

SET
90/N'To

BATHROOM REMODELING
A SPECIALTY

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

(10

24$ Vanes Ave.
SS,eet Address
f
"

Zon• No.
Slot.

JA 7-9320

bAssoreskia, Tisessossoos
What Yee Ask Fe, And
Make,
°YOUR Cssessaassy
Creamiest Wks. Vey Think or

S.
al
hi
A
4

Chickasaw Broom Mfg. Co.

•

••

• if you're
thinking of
moving
next week,
call it off...

Three of the songs Miss Manassks High School and the
Debris Jean Macklin will sing Music Department of Central
at her concert in Lehloyne's State College at Wilberforce,
night, Ohio. She has been presented
Hall, Friday
Bruce
March 31, will be from her in several concerts and appeared before supper clubs in
own arrangements.
she is reShe also will accompany her- the East. Presently,
siding
in
with her
Memphis
—
numbers
self for these
',Braze'," "Night in Tunesha" parents, Mr. and Mrs Henry
Macklin of 1226 Empire and atand "For All We Know." The
tending
LeMoyne where she is
soprano
lyric
Memphis-born
will be supported by bass studying for an elementary
school teacher's certificate.
violinist Robert McGhee during
this portion of the program.
She will sing two other popular numbers. "A May Morning"
and "Go 'Way From My Window." The artist will close her
Spiritual,
a
with
program
-Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley."
The First Baptist Church,
Miss Macklin will open with
Binghampton, will observe its
"Sheep May Safely Graze" and
72nd Anniversary and Home"My Heart Ever Faithful" by
coming Day on Sunday, April
Bach; "Laue Lufte" (Balmy
2.
Breezes) and "Gretchen Am
Apinarade" (Margaret at the The guest speaker at t ft e
Spinning Wheel) by Schubert; 3 p.m. service will be Rev.
Apres Un Reve (After an En- H.H. Harper, pastor of St. Matchanting Dream), by Faure,
and "Un Bel Di" (One Fine thew Baptist church.
Day from the opera Madame Music will be furnished by
Butterfly) by Puccini. She will 50-voice group of young people
be accompanied by Mrs. Mil- under the direction of Rev. L Z
dred I). Green.
McCall,
The concert will be free to the
underway
get
will
and
public
Peter Hyman is chairman of
at 8:15 p.m. She is being pre- the observance, and Mrs. Nansented by the Cultural Ac- nie McCain co-chairman.
tivities Committee of LeMoyne. Rev. H.C. Cherry is pastor
Miss Macklin is a graduate of of the church.
I --

services; Louis B. Hobson and
Mrs. Laurie Sugarmon, education.
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'Holiday In Paris' Is
Fashion Show Theme
The Artists and Models Social Club Rosewood at 1905 S.
club will present a spectacular Lauderdale st. on Sunday, April
fashion show on the theme, 2, from 7 p. m. until 1 a. m.
-Holiday in Paris," at thel
Among the star models participating in the show will be
be "Eunice of Memphis," Judy
Eiland and Sue Dismuke of the
Memphis Charm School.

Single Woe
Bridge Club
single person who feels
Holds March heTheis spending
more per person Reading Helps
for food than the member of a
Do pupils learn better by
Meet At Flame large family is correct. Re- .reading
than by listening? Def-

The Le-Travilleur club will. search shows the single person
initely so, according to a study
present its annual br id g e' spends about 20 per cent more involving 352 sixth
graders in
tournament on Friday night, per person on food than the three Midwestern communities.
April 14, at the Sarah Brown person in a family of four or
Wesley A. Many, reporting in
branch of the YWCA, starting more.
"Reading Teacher," said such
at 8.
Il pupils achieved significantly
The first prize will be 18 Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw is presi- greater comprehension at masilver dollars. Donations of one dent, Mrs. Cenita Qualls, vice terial when they had a chance
dollar will be accepted from president, and Mrs. Dorothy Ito read it than when they were
Narrating the show will be
participants.
Tuggle, secretary.
only allowed to listen to it
Mrs. Joan Golden of Radio Sta.

tion WLOK.
The production will get underway with a cocktail hour from I
7 to 8, to be followed from
8 to 8:45 by a fashion show
featuring men from some of
the top social clubs in the city. I
A "spectacular" floor show is
scheduled from 8:45 until 9:30.1\
Among those to be featured are
The Charmells, L. H. and the
Memphis Sounds, Spencer Wiggins and others.
CAREER DAY CONSULTANTS — Three of the
sonnel managementspecial
Is annual Career Day at
LeMoyne were graduates of
the college. Left to right:

Russell L. Gregory (1957),
of the Social Security Administration; Miss Lillie
Beatrice Ray (1966), personnel management speciaist at Robbins Air Force

AKAs Planning Second
Annual Fashion Show

Base in Georgia, and Mrs.
Ethel B. Sampson (1949),
also of the Social Security
Administration Career Day
at the college was coordinated by Dr. Ralph G. Hohnson.

The second half of the show
will be entitled, "Holiday in
Paris," which will feature
women's fashions during all
hours of the day.

Long Stringer

LONG STRINGER — Try this
tip if fishing gets , slow. Tie
your fish stringer on a long
line and let it drift out a good
The Beta Epsilon Omega
A reception honoring the ways from the dock or boat.
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha babies and their mothers will Fish may attract other fish,
sorority will stage its second be held on Sunday, April 2, at lure them to your bait .
annual "Magic World of Fas- the home of the chairman, Mrs.
hions" on Sunday afternoon, Rosetta Miller of 4883 Ortie
April 9., at the Melrose High Drive in Lakeview Gardens.
school auditorium beginning at • Mrs. Gloria Tuggle will serve
as co-chairman of the recep4 p. m.
tion.
The show wiil also feature n
/ Proceeds from the affair will
baby contest, with prizes of.
go to the chapter's scholarship
$100, $50 and $25 in U. S. Savfund, with scholarships to be
ings Bonds going to the three
presented to the ten highest
highest entries.
ranking
students graduating
The fashion show will include from the high schools of Memchildren from six through 16 phis and Shelby County.
modeling clothes tor all occa- I Mrs. Juanita Chambers is
modeling clothes for all occa- chairman of this year's project,
sions.
Mrs. Shirley Watkins chairman
Members of the chapter have of fashions, Mrs. Lee Eleanor
been assigned in groups of 10 Benson chairman of the baby
to support contestants, and en- contest, and Mrs. Elma Mardis
thusiasm is running high.
basileus of the chapter.

JUDY EILAND

KRESS
HAPPY
EASTER

alues

BIG SAVINGS ON TRADITIONAL FAVORITES
NAMES WRITTEN FRIIIR

Music for the show will be
played by Gene "Bowlegs"
Miller and his orchestra,
•
Tickets are on sale at Paul's
Tailoring on Beale, Lansky
Brothers on Beale, the FourWay Grql and the Artists and
Models club at 315 Beale.
The show is being produced
by Maurice 'Tess" Hulbert.

Milk Chocolate

Bunnies and Eggs
Kress ,
4 9C and
Low Price 4.7)
up
Specially delicious and
specially personalized for
your favorites! This is the
finest quality pure milk
chocolate, 'gaily decorated
and personalized FREE.
Large selection.

Sheer Flattery!

JESSUP
and
PERRY
REVIVAL

Bunny Baskets
Kress
Low
Price

m. I ton Perry
Beginning
Easter Sunday March 26th a4 3:00 P.M.
MASON TEMPLE-950 Mason St., Memphis, Tenn.
Two great services daily 2:30 & 7:30 P.M.
The blind see', the lame walk, the deaf hear,
and the dumb talk
You will see God do this at these meetings.
Come once and you will never be the same again.
Thousands have been saved and healed under
the ministry of these two great men of faith
and power.
DON'T MISS THIS GREAT SOUL STIRRING
MIRACLE REVIVAL

96C

A size to fit every budget. Filled to overflowing
with chocolate candies, animals, jelly beans ...
even a novelty toy to last after the goodies are all
eaten. Cellophane wrapped and brightly bow-tied
— you'll want to buy a batch at Kress'low price!

Phis Large Selection
Filled Novelties
384 to ;2.99

Seamless Nylons

2 88c
Prs.

Comparable val. fict pair
Lovely sheers, all first quality and fashioned to fit and
flatter your legs beautifully.
Length proportioned to foot
size.

—

:
Ierevemeenewevemes,

A Crowning Touch to Any Outfit!

Fashion
Millinery

Churches of all faith welcome,

Kress Low Prices
Bishop 1.0. Patterson,
Chairman

NDER BREAD

Phone 526-1169
Bishop J.0. Patterson

20th SPRING
SEASON OF VALUES
MEN, This is Baxter's Spring
Season of FACTORY-TO-YOU
SAVINGS. Baxter Suits are
made in Barter's own workrooms by skilled Union craftsmen and are tailored to hold
their shape—season after season. Baxter invites you to see
for yourself. Come and SAVE.
HUNDREDS OF NEW
SPIUNG AND SUMMER

SUITS
$3495 to $42"
Hundreds of Pairs
New Spring

SLACKS
"Never. Need
Pressing"

$21795

In the new Stgresh wrapper
stays fresherto tastefresher!

Want to inflate your ego for Spring?
Come to Kress for a brimful of charm.
See yourself topped with flowers. Try
on high crowns, deep cloches, large
brims and saucy sailors. Yes, we've
got imports, novelty straws,fine alpaca,
even nylon tulle. See all.the new fresh
and fashiony Spring colors.

1116.11sfp,
--*

You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a.plastic fastenei that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
. When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

411k
•

•.

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of tlieir adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to *rye nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

440IF
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1111 helps build stmng bodies 12 ways.

'

One of Nature's Loveliest Creations!

They Fit As If They
Were Made For You!

Low Low Price
Ladies' Nylon

Stretch Gloves

enjoyment.

414

Kress $100
Low Price
Beaus .tu thing, happen to
your hands when you slip an
these dainty styles. Lace.
and nylons with embroidered
trims. pearl buttons. White
and Spring fashion saIors.
One size fita 1114 to &

Conveniently Yours At Kress

ENRICHED BREAD
dift

Sa/litilasS/11***A`

A lovely way to remember the Easter season ...
a living, blossoming
plant. And it can be
ted to the gar=t
ale
l r for lasting

Ai 0
ow:

ffic WONDER
A;N. Watkins 2272 Lamer 1911 S. Third
Snot/4W*
Laussr-AirOsss
Oiptunis• Seers
Open Every Eight'TS99111Easter
aaismogimjgmogmggmogmmgmgmmok

Latest Styles for Spring

40,11

Helps build strong bodies12ways!.

KRESS 1
VARIETY FAIR

Non. & Thurs. 1:30 Til 1:00
Toss., Wel., Fri., 1:30 TO 5:30
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A Point Of View
individual in Memphis. He is
puipointlig the responsibilty,
GOOD JUDGEMENT
and making the guys involved
Judge Kenneth Turner of the pay at least something for the
Memphis Juvenile Court has. "gals" they have ruined or
made himself a wide repute- are attempting to ruin.
Um for making delinquent fa- It's hard to see how any
thers . . . whether husbands legal consideration can be ex. . be responsible
or hobos
tended to a man who doesn't
for the financial support of want to provide for his owe
their children. Fron the point offspring. Sometimes, of course,
of view here, the judge de- a man is not in position to do
serves a bouquet. The time is much for them. But he could at
far spent when irresponsible least desire to do so. In cases
guys should have the privilege where there is clear evidence
of adding to an already dange- that a fellow is trying to,
rous population explosion and moosh his fatherhood on the
then running loose without pay- back of the public or anybody's
ing the Price of their lust. charity. he should be treated
There seems to be a growing like the rat he is.
opposition to the judge's posi- From this "point of view"
tion. Some misguided or un- Judge Turner should not be
thinking elements are attempt- hampered in his policy of making to raise barriers as to the ing "rat" fathers pay . . . is
legality of the judge's action in money or in jail , . for their
regard to the non-supporting "accidents".
fathers. This raises the question: "How far wrong can a
guy be?".
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
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The Negro Soldier
In a critical report to President
Johnson, the National Advisory Commission on Selective Service admits
without subterfuge and fancy rhetoric
that the position of the Negro in the
nation's military manpower picture "is
in sever-A ways inequitable."
The commission makes this distressing yet historically correct observation
that the inequities "are the results of
the handicaps under which the Negro
has struggled in this country, and reflect social and economic injustices
which are older by far than the operation of the Selective Service System."

Household Tip

From all angles it $eem si
only right to require the father
of children to be responsible
A dining area in the kitchen
' for the upkeep of the children can have distinction all its own
The day has ended when a and still be a practical part of
man can be safe serving only that room. The area may be
as a "stud" on the place.
defined by the use of ceramic
of a harmonizing but
the
tiles
race,
From the angle of
walls
Negro has too long borne different shade on the
boundaries.
its
within
floor
and
y.
illegitimac
of
the stigma
create the
Judge Turner is doing more to The color change can
one.
stem the tide than any other feeling of two rooms in

same rate but the rate of first-time
re-enlistments among Negroes is more
than double that of whites.
Though the report was released
immediately after the President had
read it, there is no indication as yet that
the inequities uncovered and exposed by
the advisory commission will be correct_
ed soon or at all. There is no need now
to call for an investigation of the situation. The data supplied by the commis_ Shorts Strikes
sion carry sufficient weight to be used SHORT STRIKES —If bass
are striking short on top water
as basis for corrective action.

ONLY IN AMERICA

No More 'Hot Letters From Irate Citizens

'lures, here's a trick the exThe Army and its recruiting system perts use. They fish the same
secretary who writes: "Your
By HARRY GOLDEN
water but with an underwater
has been forwarded to
exletter
an
as
use
to
allowed
be
not
Some of the commission's findings should
lure — fished on top! Slight When the mayor of any the proper authorities for fur
disproportionate utiliza- diving action coupled with all
are shocking to say the least. In one cuse for their
receives a nom -,ther study."
n the unmitiga_ the surface fuss often seems American city
serviceme
group of men studied, 30.2 per cent of tion of Negro
it over to Ins 'When a delegation of irate
turns
he
plaint,
the
job.
to
do
struggle of the black man in

qualified Negroes were drafted compared with only 18-.8 per cent of qualified
whites. This was attributed to the fact
that fewer Negroes are admitted into
reserve programs, which now offer
sanctuary from the draft, and fewer
Negroes get into officer programs.

ted social
the periphery of American society.

Here is an issue on which the Negroes in Congress could afford to break
their silence. They should speak out in
words that can be heard all over this
nation against the differential combat
high
Although Negroes represent only assignment which results in too
troops.
Negro
among
casualties
11 per cent of all enlisted personnel in battle
Vietnam, their percentage in Arm y
The great frequency with which Ne_
units there is 14.5 per cent and in some groes are re_enlisting in the armed
volunteer airborne divisions, which offer forces should convince America of their
extra pay, 24 per cent are Negroes. Ap- loyalty to the nation and their faith in
proximately 20 per cent of all personnel democracy, not only as a form of gov_
assigned to combat occupations through- ernment but also as a way of life — but
out the Arrny are Negro.
a way of life that remains to be transthe
During the first 11 months of 1966, lated into reality. In the meantime,
Viet
the
in
all
his
giving
is
soldier
black
22.4 per cent of all Army troops killed
home to a
in action in Vietnam were Negroes. war in the hope of coming
America.
civilized
more
and
Whites and Negroes enlist at about the better

Mississippi
The bomb-killing of a Negro civil hide the animalism in the white Missordid'
rights leader in Natchez, Miss., reopens sissippians. The state is under the
of
members
hooded
the
of
n
compulsio
althe wounds that racism has been
klansmen
the
Here
Empire.
Invisible
the
lowed to inflict on the helpless Negroes
of that state. Far too many civil rights have vowed to rid Mississippi of every
the
leaders have been murdered without Negro who dares raise his voice in
rights.
civil
his
punitive action. These killings have gone defense of
beyond human endurance. If the State
Natchez lies in an area in which the
of Mississippi can't or won't protect its gravest economic problems have existed
Negro citizens, then it's about time that for some time and are continuing to
they learn to protect themselves.
develop for its heavy Negro population.
Though the town fathers have of- Mechanization of cotton growing within
fered a $25,000 reward for the appre- the region known as the Mississippi
hension and conviction of the person Delta yearly forcing thousands of Neresponsible for this latest crime, there is groes from traditional occupation on the
no certainty that, if captured and indict- land. Poverty_stricken, poorly educated
ed, the guilty party will be convicted and these displaced farmers face a bleak and
hard future. And their tragic plight is
made to pay for his homicide.
persecution and
Some benign souls may see a chang- further aggravated by
the end, they may have
ing climate in the manner in which the segregation. In
the Mosaic law: an
local sheriff condemned the deed. This to find security in
a tooth for a tooth.
is simply window_dressing intended to eye for an eye;

wrote:
citizens collects on the steps 'neighborhood, Gaynor
"Why don't you leave these
the
invariably
Hall,
of City
people alone" They know more
mayor will leave by the side about God than you ever will.
entrance.
Send me a list of those you
in Philadelphia and
converted
and
deputies
his
Outside of
your application
give
will
I
impordepartment heads and
consideration."
tant bank presidents, the mayor further
has deaf, stone
When a citizen complained he
ears. Gone is
was tined heavily for "spitting"
the day when
on the subway platform, Gaynor
mayor
the
snapped, "Spitting is a nasty
himself
locked
habit ad therefore you must be
in his office and
a nasty fellow. You are lucky I
had all his visiwasn't sitting as the magistrate
tors screened for
in your case."
guns, knives,
Gaynor had one weakness and
staves inc
fell into the same trap often.
clubs. A pity,
Every author asked the mayor
too.
trtri.ltie.14
for an opinion as to the quality
The public servant who gave of the work published. Gayas good as he got was a joy. nor, who read everything, alSome years ago, when Robert ways complie° and in a long
Moses, that hoary venerable, letter which served easily as a
was the City's Commissioner of book review. As often as it
Parka, he received a blistering
was favorable, the publishers
complaint from Mrs. Gristede,
the wife of an important gro- used it in their advertisements.
cery chain operator. She didn't Gaynor never objected, but
like the condition of Central
he insisted all books, even those
Park.
sent to him for review, pass
She was blunt about it. Tbs first to his bookseller: "I'll ham
summer was in full swing and die no book," he said, "except
the Parks Department suffered in my book stall on Nass3a
from a manpower shortage like Street and it must come from
everyone else. Moses retorted the hand of my book seller."
to Mrs. Gristede that if she
John Kennedy had this courdidn't like the parks in NM
age.
When G. Mennen Williams,
her
York, why didn't she spend
time in the parks in Europe. the Undersecretary for African
Moses's rudeness, justifiably Affairs, replied to a reporter in
provoked, convince me he was the Nairobi airport that Amerian honest man. Jimmy Walker can foreign policy was Africa
would have invited Mrs. GIB- for the Africans, the British
tede to tea, he would have and white African press explodcharmed her, promised her ed. They wanted the ex-governor's head_ When a reporter in
anything, and kept her quiet.
Washington asked the President
Mayor William J. Gaynor of about the -matter, Kennedy proNew York was famou3 for ;II, fessed be was perplexed. "If
impertinence. He too was wili- Africa is not for the Africans,"
est. To a fellow who complained he said, "I don't know who it
about the menace of women's should be for"
hat-pins in the trolleys and subways, Gaynor replied, "Why do m
you get so close to women that"
their hat-pins become a threst? 10 I hope some woman uses tit
Do Negroes really have a
hat-pin on you where it will difficult time when inte r.
vin Conley looks on at right, have maximum effect."
viewed for a position? Are they
is Joseph Westbrook, former
To an evangelist from nits- worried when it comes to testMelrose coach and teammate of Mr. Simon at Le- Idelphia who wanted a license ting? Do they put their best
Ito hold meetings in a Jewish foot forward rather than their
Moyne.
worst, and do they realize
how important it is to fill out
a complete application"

egro Applicants
n Job Interviews

ATHLETIC OFFICIAL HONORED — Members of the
Bluff City Coaches and
Officials Association honored
Emmitt "Monk" Simons

for his many years of decicated service to the organisation recently. Making the presentation to Mr.
Simons, center, as Mel.

West Indies Freedom

These questions and more in
regard to this subject have
been on my mind and I was
given the opportunity recently
to get some of the answers.

Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, St.
Kitts_Nevis_Anguilla and St. Lucia took
the big step in late February and early
March. They are calling themselves the
West Indies Associated States. Another
island, St. Vincent, will ;oin them
June 1.

Step by step, the once mighty
British Empire is being constricted into
the dimunitive dimension of one of its
former colonies. Once the movement for
independence from the crown began, it
quickly gained the force of a hurricane.
With tte establishment of sovereignty
Most of the 400,000 inhabitants of
In the Gold Coast colony that took the
became
freedom
Ghana,
of
the islands are descendants of African
ancient name
s
territorie
the
for
all
slaves. They will remain, however, Brita sonorous by.word
rule.
ish citizens. By mutual agreement
under British and French
Britain will continue to handle defense
Yesterday it was Africa, today it is
and foreign affairs. But the islands rethe islands that comprise the British
serve the right to declare full indepenWest Indies that are advancing with un.
dence without any further parliamenusual rapidity toward complete autontary approval.
omy.
In all of these islands in the Carib..
The whole structure of Britain's
bean there are men of great intellect,
Caribbean empire is changing. And It
trained in the United States or England,
must be said in all fairness to the Britwhose leadership car be depended upon
ish crown that the changes have come
to guide their respectives_Rufaries safeabout not by erosion of feelings for the
ly. And they are all, witdout a single
crown, not by force or threat of violence.
exception, conservative men who believe
but by mutual consent and by irreversimpiicity in the judiciousness and effiible constitutional processes.
cacy of the free enterprise system and
Four island colonies have gained in the right of people to choose their
full independence — Barbados, Jamaica, own representatives through constituTrinidad and Tobago, plus mainland tional warrants. Thus a leftist uprising
Guyana. Now seven other islands have is out of the question. The islands are
become states in assocation with Britaiii. teo immersed in democratic traditions.

In the offices of an industrial
personnel agency, we held a
pilot meeting to expose prospective Negro applicants to
the interview situation.
Three demonstration interviews were held, each followed
by a critique.
Important issues and questions which each interview
brought up were analyzed Imo
explained.

BALL FOR ALL SEASONS
— Living Ads who participated in the JUGS' Annual

alarity Pall are seen in 1 Patricia Mayweather, T.
attire for the summer season. From left are Misses

Mayweather, Norma
Holloway, Deborah Jeffer- '
MA

son, Gwendolyn Fugh and
Mellierts Meadows.

The next segment of the
program was a question and
answer period. This was a very
enlightening hour. The audience was responsive to my request for comments and many
questions
were
interesting
asked.
This indicated that these
people truly do have problems
in this area and would appreciate some guidelines along
these lines.
In reviewing some of the
things that came out of this
meeting a few deserve mention here:
The atmosphere that a comits
pany
projects through
employment office to prospective employees is important.
If liss receptionist is friendly
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Complexion Needs A Tune —Up,Too!

Society

We usually take for granted the heavy concentrations of dust the Saunda beauty preparations
that the family automobile and soot in the atmosphere are offers a complete facial in 20
needs a tuneup from time to among the factors playing minutes.
time. But how many women will havoc with the complexion.
take the time to give their corn- The new beauty appliance, The results are immediate
plexion a much needed revitali- the facial sauna
takes the and the process assures a prozation!
„guesswork out of complexion fessional-type facial which can
Winter winds, summer sun- care, thoroughly deep cleanses be taken conveniently in the
ning, drying heat indoors, and the face, and when used with home.

Female Warriors Going
To War In Vietnam

Merry
Go-round

eat at the picnic in Washingtonple on the staff. of that re on her thesis, "Memphis Poll"gloaters Degree
Imarkable George Grider
Part following the parade.
Holiday also features Senatorlhe served our Congressional from Georgetown University.
Charles Percy of Illinois on District, was in town last week. Her hu4and: . Dr Harold, is
whose team Marge Ulen is a Pat was here from D. C., PrOfeseer.lagtery at Catholic
member
And speaking of where she has a temporary job'univeraim:..•
Marge, a former co-worker of with the Democratic Study
Alnia 0011.: tw is alw ays
hers, Pat Langley who was Group; she's a "lady in wait-f
See Page 8
another one of those nice peo- ing," and was doing researchl •

APR. 4
thru
APR. 9

ERMA LEE LAWS

Finest

and Faye Lewis has a silver
Holiday
trivet to grace her table.
1 Also on the scene were other
of All Time
1 VIPs Emma Stotts, Bernice
'Cole, Maude Glllispie, Martha
featuring
Thomas, (these two come from
As we look outward with Coldwater) Valtina Robinson,
FtONNIE ROBERTSON
you, we wish yotl and yours Earline Mobley, the session
world famous skating
a Happy Easter!
was especially relaxing to her
champion
been busy traipsin
And now let's turn to our she'd
to Bo wld
PETRA BURKA
club folks . . . Marie Stinson back and forth
her husband,
chose one of the club rooms Hospital where
1965
world's champion
tests,
undergoing
was
in the Club Rosewood to en- Rolind
the
on
back
and
now
out
.he's
(
the
tertain her bridge mates,
Earline was also busy
VIPs and served them either a ,job).
her artistic talent to a
lending
the
dinner,
shrimp
or
chicken
and
tea
musical cantata spongirls had a choice and of
No. 2
By ETHEL L PAYNE
course she served the potables sored by the Stewardess
WORLD'S GREATEST
Daily Defender Correspondent
with which they whetted ap- of Mt. Olive Cathedral of which
her mother, Mrs. Maggie CatICE SPECTACULAR
petites.
rol is prexy; and then there,
TAN SON NHUT, Vietnam —
Loretta Crutcher garnered were also other VIPs at the
In the old days, while the men
first guest prize, an electric meeting namely Vera Smith
went off to war, the women
ceramic coffee pot and Louise and Velma Lois Jones.
stayed behind. In modern times,
Walker now has silver salt and Othella Shannon hosted the
women too go to war as solshakers as a memento La Vogue Bridge set at Mrs
pepper
diers and civilians.
of a delightful evening. Caro- Cain's and having an affinit!.
It began in World War II —
lyn Garner graciously received for exquisite fragances s h e
the booby prize, a pretty set rewarded the high scorers with
when the Women's Army Corps
of place mats to perk up meal- just that plus good smelling
was formed to give support to
22ndEDITION
times. "You don't have to win guest soaps.
the troops in the field. The other
OF'67
to have a good time" were the Delicious New Orleris type
branches of service followed
•
Apr. 4-8:00 pm
Tuesday
D Saturday
Apr. 8-2:30 pm
bywords of Gwen Isabel and shrimp gumbo was the piece
suit, WAFS (Airforce), WAVES
de resistance over which the •Wednesday
Doris Lewis.
(Navy) and `AIMS (Marines).
pm
Apr.
5-8:00
•
Saturday
Apr. 8-8:00 pm
esprit de corps raved. After
The feminine warriors usually
VIPs in the forefront of the dining they turned to the bridge
Thursday
6-8:00
pm
Apr.
D
Sunday
Apr. 9-1:30 pin
carry out their responsibilities
game were Shelia Robertson game of the evening which
behind the fighting lines.
Apr. 7-8:00 pm
Friday
•Sunday
whose booty was an eighteenl broUght bright smiles to the
Apr. 9-4:30 pm
piece set of amber glassware 'faces of Ardenia Herndon, who
In January of this year, a
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
detachment of 43 WACS arrived
came in first followed closely
by Bernardine Holmes and
in Vietnam, the first ever to be
PRICES--$2.50—$3—$3.50—$4—all seats reserved
activated in a war zone. AttachLarsenia Cain.
Martha Flowers and Edwina
ed to USARV headquarters (US
CHILDREN UNDER 16, 1 '2 price
Army, Republic of Vietnam) at
Good lighting in a room has Fields were guests and also
prizes.
off
Saturday
carted
matinee 2:30 pm ,ONLY
Tan Son Nhut Air Base just outfunction
practical
more than a
side of Saigon, the WACS are
to recommend it, says the Tile Attesting to the authenticity
currently serving as clerk-typCouncil of America. Natural .of the gen-u-ine New Orleans NAME
ists. They were selected from
and aritificial light play an im- gumbo were Sadie McCoy, Cora
WAC units all over the states
CITY
in decorating Smith, Mattie Ward. Beecher ADDRESS
portant role
Dobbs, Bertha Johnson and
for service here.
schemes.
NO. OF TICKETS
Mary Bradley.
TOTAI
The commanding officer of
Without light and shadow, On the absentee list were
Peggy
2nd
the detachment is Capt.
says the trade association of the Cleora Neal, Dora Todd and DATE DESIRED: 1st Choice
E. Reatdy of Greenville, Miss.
nation's ceramic tile manufac- Warren Hawkins.
Make
check
or
money
order
payable
to:
She is a graduate, with a speech
MID-SOUTH
turers, form would not exist. BWye Motlow beckoned to the
HOLIDAY ON JCE
major, of Blue Mountain College
Sculptured ceramic tile, for YADS and giving a rousing
in Mississippi.
instance, wouldn't have become response and making appear- 1 Send to Mid-South Coliseum, Fairpopular if it weren't for effects ances at her Rozelle homesteadi grounds. Memphis, Tenn. 38104 and enCapt. Ready, a petite, trim
MEMPHIS, TENN.
on its surface by the were her club pals, Margie'
produced
close a self-addressed, stamped
college
a
like
looks
who
woman,
shadow.
Ward, Charlotte Polk, Kathy
interplay of light and
For Information Phone 526-5060'
envelope
dean of women, entered the
Terrel, Ann Gibson, Gerri
WACS in 1965, she went to Fort
James, Jackie Hawkins and
Meyer, Va., as the executive ofMarion Holly.
Chain Reaction
ficer of a WAC company there.
This coterie foregoes cards,
in
She volunteered for service
A motorist driv- plays what, ever games they
—
DALLAS
Vietnam and came over last
ing through Dallas dropped his so desire eat delectable meals,
November to supervise prepayummy
was a
lighted cigarette on the floor. this one
ration of the facilities for the
He leaned over to pick it up barbecued chicken plate comwomen.
and then his troubles began. bined with the proper potables
and then there's always good
The quarters are located in
Officers said, the car then companionship which methinks
the USARV compound across the
jumped a curb, hit a utility is an important ingredient in
VIETNAM MEDAL WINNER
SNOIS FOR MU
road from the tents which serve
pole setting it and the car on any group.
as barracks for some of the
Specialist/6 Larry Joel, a medic with the 173c1 Airborne fire, bit a low brick wall Marian Gibson was up for
male troops. Although a wooden
around an apartment house, entertaining the Phyllis WheatBrigade, is typical of the Negro servicemen fighting in
fence surrounds the women's
went through it and stopped. ley group and she saw to it
Vietnam. Joel, who is married and the father of three childquarters and sign says "Off
recently awarded the Medal of Honor for acts of
was
ren
The motorist lost a tooth and that they had a perfectly
Limits to Males," the men are bravery performed during a combat operation in Vietnam.
her home on
got a bloody nose. His car beautiful time at
delighted with the female preswas destroyed and there was McLemore with an absolutely
ence and rumor has it that
a short power failure in the delicious catered dinner.
there is lively competition to be she received her orders to comel walks of life.
She chose crystal as gifts
assigned in the area.
over. They correspond regular- Sp-4 Reya Monte of Brooklyn, area
for the prize winners and winndid find ing at the cute games were
Besides, there's a "dating, ly.
is Puerto Rican. Her mother The motorist never
cigarette.
;guest Walterine Outlaw and
lighted
his
Mr.
are
guardians
with
Bernice's
fence
the
Monte.
inside
area"
is Mrs. Cristobalena
new member Lawrence Patcanopy made from a parachute.: and Mrs. George Dorsey. She Freckle-faced and auburn-hairEcstatic at the news that thei graduated from Northwestern ed Reya teases the other girls, is 20 years old and works is Iterson.
women were coming, the Army High School and when she but talks seriously about going the 0-8 Operations and Train- Also guesting were Margaret
Rivers, Lil Campbell, Ruth
engineers went all out in their finishes her tour, she plans to back to college. She is 22 years ing Section.
Lewis and Eddie Mai Ratefforts to make comfortable become a nurse's aide.
Operathe
in
old and works
cliffe.
quarters for the WiCS. They
tions and Training Section of Sp-4 Emma Jean Clark, of
the
is
Mitchell
Vance, also a memCarolyn
Sp.-5
raced agtinst a deadline and
two
of
one
is
G-3.
Tenn,
Memphis,
ber helped her sister receive
daughter of Mrs. Erma Agie,.
just
on
touches
finishing
detachput the
WACS in the
their other club members,
Pa. She is 20 years Sp-4 Christine Baker, 22, is married
hours before the girls arrived. Clairton,
ment. She and her husband, Augusta Cash. Leath Jones,
old and entered the service daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
met
Sp-4 Sydney Laverne Clark, --Eleanor Oglesby, Isabel RoulWith a final flourish, the guys August 31, 1965.
F. Baker of St. Louis, Mo. She
serving
both
were
they
while
laid out the welcome mat with
is a member of Jehovah's Wit- at Fort McClellan, Ala. They h a c, Isabel Greenlee, Annabelle Alleyne, Lillia Lewis,
some clever cartoons, depicting Two comely lasses from Mem- nesses and has been in the servwere married March 19, 1906. Marie Adams, Mettle Bell,
a row of eager GI's scanning phis, Tenn. are Martha Duncan ice since February, 1965.
SpIn November, he was assigned Mamie Willis, Hattie Braiththe horizon while a stern MP,22 and Carolyn Moore. both
are Mr. and Sp-4 Faye S. Conway is the to Germany and in December waite and Althea Price.
parents
Martha's
4.
over
stood
arms
with folded
BLACK ALLIGATOR
Arthur Duncan.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- she received orders to Vietnam. The SKCs met with Harriet
them Needless to say, the girls Mrs.
City,
Kansas
Parkway
Conway
of
liam
South
her
at
Walker
were amazed and pleased.
Carolyn, 19, the daughter of Mo. She is interested in drama Emma Jean has seven more:
Print; Brown Combination;
and tliey're still raving
months in her tour of duty. habitat
and Mrs. Teethus Moore.
Mr.
and theatrics.
about the utterly mouth waterThe average age of the womSIZES 6 to 13
When that is over, she says she,
They both work in the surgeon
ors d'oeurves — hot sauen is 21, and it is the first time, general's office and say they
the'ing
in
school
to
back
pargo
will
Thornton's
L.
Emma
Sp-4
overl
Isage swirls, shrimp, crab claws
any of them have been
like it because they get a ents are Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton states and wait for her hus-,and other delicious et ceteras.
seas. Very soon, their number'
Va.
home.
come
She
to
Grafton,
band
to meet people from all Thornton, of
After the fernmes had dined
will be doubled and other jobs dunce
on the catered dinner of roast
will be open to them.
;beef, stuffed tomatoes, asCaptain Ready says that alparagus, hot rolls and a beautithough the service is voluntary,
ful strawberry mousse with
the WACS never have trouble
coffee it was time for the
meeting quotas. The travel and
serious business of cards.
educational opportunities open
There's gold dust in the eyes
to the women are a big attrac,of Mildred Crawford, whose
tion.
'first prize was an elaborate
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
gold filigree vanity set with
same
the
under
WACS come
100%
HUMAN
HAIR
the mirror, perfume bottle
regulations as-male troops, with
land so on . . . Gertrude Walker
the same pay and same beneWIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
;has a gold filigree tissue cover
fits. The enlistment period is
... Harriett Davis, took to the
TO
THE
PUBLIC
BUYING
for three years. Most of the
second door down the way, a
girls Us the detachment are Spe100%
HUMAN
gold filigree toothbrush and
a
has
Ready
cilists-4. Captain
paste holder and Pat
BUY
tooth
DIRECT
AND
administraHAM WIG
First Sergeant, an
Shaw who played with her
sersupply
a
and
SAVE
UP
TO
tive sergeant
viva6nus mom's group was
geant to assist her.
awared a pocket size filigree
50% OR MORE
tissue holder.
Whether women in service
It was a full house, all of
will be deployed to other parts
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
were there, Alma Booth
'em
MACV,
to
up
is
zone
war
of the
Julia Hopkins, Melba Briscoe,
SEE US FOR
but clearly, the first experiment
Juanita Arnold, Louise Davis,
in using them in working out
EXPERT STYLING
Minnie Mae Woods, Charlesteen
satisfactorily.
Miles and Marion Pride.
Our Wigs Are...
Between duty hours, I interMeanderings . . . John Sengviewed, or a better word would
who's at the helm of the
FREE
stacke
HEAD
FORM
•
Adjustable
Venllated
HANDMADE WIGS
Sengstacke publications with
be "conversed" with them
A DRESSY FANCY, THAT YOU CAN WEAR WITH
WITH
EACH
WIG
amidst giggles and goodoffices in the Windy City was
•
Workmanship
Finest
natured ribbing. A friskier lot
featured in the Holiday magaANYTHING, FULLY LEATHER LINED.
$125.00 Value
zine this month. It speaks of the
of happy extroverts I have
"BOY, AND COMFORTABLE.
never seen. As the boys would
Sengstacke chain of papers
which includes our TSD and
say, "Outstanding!"
10:00 T05:30 also the Bud Billiken Parade
Specialist-4 Bernice A. Kearwhich is sponsored by the
bit
a
was
Detroit,
schner 21, of
THURS.
Defender. We so vividChicago
boy
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
disappointed because her
recall
ly
those parades from
TIL 8:30
friend, John Oxendine from
childhood summers where there
Cape May, N.J., who was in
was all the ice cream you coul
Vietnam, left the same day that
"Love does not consist in
gazing at ez.ch other, but in
looking outward together in
the same direction " Antoine De Saint-Exupery

They Usually
Work Behind
The Lines

7 fabulous
Productions

featuring
Huge Cast of
International Skating
Champions and Stars

011

ce

D

Household Tip

COLISEUM

kietetPa41d mote

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

,49.4

These Are The LOAFERS, You Have
Been Waiting For, With Prices Fitting
Everyone's Pocket. Carrying You Into

• SPRING & SUMMER

/ 100% Human Hair

WIGS

$5995

PHONE MON CLAIRE INC. OPEN DAILY

527-3619

14 NO. MAIN STREET

30 South Main Street
525E1931

es-

•
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•
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you that Bill Bartholomewiand her husband, Herb, is a
heart of gold too.
;TSD last week.
Pinkston aid Martha Horne when President and Mrs. Lynout
was home from Viet Nam. The Jr. in Dental School at MeharMattie. was recently elected Velma Lois Jones swung
are "Playmates" as are Velma!don B. Johnson, visited there
of town the other week-end to U. S. Army Captain is Rut- ry. Keeping in close touch with
the
of
secretary
!corresponding
Lois Jones, Marie Bradford,,last week by Whittier, Jr.,
Democratic attend the National Pan HelCounty
Shelby
gets University graduate and ithe family hay,: been the other
Continued From Page 7
ran into An Gilder at Front Zernia Peacock and your truly,. who's editor of the Meter at!Women's Club.
lenic Council, Inc., in RichUniversity
State
of people'Tennessee
scores
into
run
just
visiting his daughter, Helen and Dr. Wesley
St. Theatre. She was here to
And speaking of t h e TSD. mond, Va. She's presiding this while he's here
60 gracious gave Pat the grand
there, too numerous to recall. The affable young man is
be back Groves in L. A.
Regionto
AKAs
the
grateful
at
week-end
parents,
Editor McCann Reid, received
tour and dinner in the Mall finish packing things off to Oops, when we were talking treading in the footsteps of
award at the al Meeting in Tuskegee. Can't from the war, he's contemplat- So nice to hear that Bernice
bell"
"school
a
and pop calls on Modean and their new home in Niagara.
about the Sengstackes we for- his father and other family I Tannessee Education Associa- for the life of me remember ing graduate schools.
Callaway is back in the classHarry Thompson and Helen And while were talking about got to mention that our Mem- members and carrying on the tion Meeting in Nashville last who else went but we do recall
mighty glad to hear room at Porter Jr. High after
We're
and Longino Cooke.
Front St., why don't you renew phis branch of the family, was,tradition of newspapers. He weea.
that Mertis Ewell will lend
being involved in a car acciSpeaking of the Griders, we your subscription now? Maria represented at the Hermitage proxied for his dad and the Julia Hooks Gordon was in her melodious voice to the that Tom Hayes is much better,
it
at Crump Hospital. His younger dent She was able to make
and
week
town last week from Tulsa to meet.
last
days
of
couple
a
came
Kay
daughter Tommye
visit her parents the Sr. Rob- Jewel Hulbert was off for from Nashville for a day or so is eagerly awaiting the time
the
of
rest
the
ert Hooks and
one of her favorite haunts, ... to see him; she's a schoolmarm when she'll be back full time.
Cran. Of canirse she had to'a week-end in Baton Rouge as
attend the Cantata at the houseguest of Mine and Dr.
brother, Rev.- Felton Clark in the PresidenA church of her
Judg3 Ben L., at Middle Bap- tial Mansion on the campus of
Southern University.
And Lloyd Moore and his And Charles Lloyd was here
wife, Juanita are going to call last week avisiting his parents,
Memphis home. It's been some Ruth and John Parker on
time since the genial Lloyd was Claremaunt Circle and of
here, sure you remember him, course his little sister Johnice
he was a cigarette represen- was in orbit over the visit of
tative and is now with Brit- her celebrity brother who has
tenum Investment Company. toured Europe three times. He
A
THURSDAY THRU WED. EVE.
8;30 a.m. to 9 p.m. First 4 Day
Drue Smith of Chattanooga goes to Russia and Norway this
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
E:00 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
and Nashville, (she was on Spring. Time does fly, we
former Gov. Clement's staff.) remember when he used to
was here over the week-end trail behind his cousin, Lorfor the Sales Executive Meet- raine Cooke Winlock of Pasaing at the Holiday Inn-River- dena and your truly on the way
mont. We thought it so appro- from school at St. Augustine.
piate that someone would dub As per usiial we get cut off
0 her, "golden girl," she's got a and last week we were Wing

Society Merry Go-Round

Ectafit

7•ret

1

Pit

a

AC

To7d gtores

etx4ed

Sage d

STORE HOURS!

*

tistn

44
NOW OPEN (
° 1252 E. NitLEMORE
(Jo
DINING & DANCING *
NIGHTS A WEEK
942-9290 '
,(Y
)
*4410 •••

Full Week's Prices

SEMI-BONELESS
COOKED

WHOLE
or
HALF

*

o

HAM

1„

EMBASSY CLUB

Pfrestiatit

Prices Good March 23
thru 29th '67
""tir1

1

A
V

0

WE, CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES
Mon. thru Wed. At A

0

MINIMUM FEE

I
L
v

••••
"111.

•

Lb.

HOURS -ix-3:00 P.M. TO 3:00 AM.
7 - DAYS A WEEK
LIVE MUSIC
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

U

1

SHANK HALF,
or WHOLE 10 to 16 Lb. Avg.

us
9
MORRELL'S E—Z—CUT HAMLb6

14 to 16 Lb. Avg. LEAN, WHOLE HAM

RUDY'S SM'KD. HAM

Lb.53
0

lainfk lb.4115
Sia
:
4

6 to 8 Lb. KING COTTON or MORREL'S
SMOKED PICNICS or Fresh
For EASTER SUNDAY GOODNESS Meaty
PURNELL FRYERS Whole
FRIES GOLDEN - NO BURNING

$AV4UM SLI. BACON

MRS. RONALD L. JONES

Mason Teacher Bride
Of Ronald L. Jones
' Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Vaughn donia 'Baptist church and Alpha
Lb.35
of

274
594

Lb.

Lb.

Whitmore
Mason, Tenn., Kappa Alpha sorority.
have announced the marriage
of their daughter, Miss Gloria The son of Rev. and Mrs.
Greta Whitmore, to Rolond L. Louis C. Jones of Memphis, the
bridegroom is a giaduate of
Jones of Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Whitmore is presently a Booker T. Washington high
sixth grade teacher at the Ber- school and Mississippi Indusnard Elementary school in Ma- trial college at Holly Springs,
Miss., where he majored in
son.
She was graduated as validic- biology.
Mr. Jones served in the Army
torian of her senior high school
during the Korean conflict and
class at the Fayette County
is a former announcer for Radio
High school in Somerville, Tenn_
Station WESY in Greenville.
tnd was graduated with honors Miss.
from Lane college at Jackson, He is a unit manager for the
Tenn.
Gee-Gee Distributing corporaShe is a member of the Fre- tion no Washington, D. C.

RHEALEE
HAT SHOP

If birds have
built a home
in your mailbox,
make'em move.

S.
Jud

You'll be getting something
very important the week of
April 3rd.

Frei As Spring, And Will Carry You
Into Summer... Designed For Flattery
THE SMARTLY DRfSSED WOMEN SHOULD COMPLETE HER OUTFIT
WITH A HAT

111••••••

Mrs.Dore Robison
Have Something Exciting
To Show Everyone For
EASTER... The Newest In
Styles Of Hats And Bags..
Carrying You Through
Spring And Summer Of

1967
THE IFWTST COWS AND STYLES
BY MR. JOHN, EMMIE, DON ANDERSON.
OLEG CASSINI And Many Others

Framing pourface for Spring

gver

STRAW BRETON
1 Or/oNuman Rai Wigs

f

.•
•
•
•

a

OUR CASUAL STRAW

A-

Complete IWO Newest
STRAWS & FABRICS

)

PROFILE SUITER
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY OR CHARGE

49 No.Main St.
526-3084
mesphis, Teen 38103

$29"up
DYNEL PONY TAILS
S500
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of subscriptions with Mr. Lewis.
Out of town guests who came
r ote> m e m hers
for the ball w
of the D. C. Chapter, Madames
. Barbara Myers, Erslyn Rol
land. Jeantte Barrow. Wanda
Washington, and Miss Ray
By Mrs. LONGION COOKE
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Turner Research Hospital. She also B
Harrison
representing
Harold
Moore mentioned the many projects, Others present were: Mr.
About 600 people attended Furniture Co.; Andrea Brad
such as
the J. U. G. S. Thirteenth ford, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Limited the Council to Aid & Mrs. Cecil Ryan, Mr. and
Children, Les Passes Mrs. Donald Jackson, NashAnnual Charity Ball. The theme W. R. Bradford representing
Treatment Center, Counselling ville, Tenn.; and Mrs. Rankof the ball was "A BALL FOR the Harlem Houses Inc.
Services to Unwed Parents. ins, Holly Springs, Miss. Dr.
ALL SEASONS." This was Still more ads were
Ida the Easter Seal Society and the Melvin Maclin of Chicago, Ill.,
carried out in decorations, Ballard, daughter
of Mr.
Zuber Bynum Council.
and the sister of Mrs. Jackie
which were flowers of the Mrs. Steve Ballard
represented Memphis members were : Knight of St Louis. Mo.
four seasons that flanked either, Peace Realty Co.,
and Marsha Mrs. John Gordon, Costumes,
side of the stage. Included in!Lynn Turner
daughter of Mrs. with Mr. Gordon, Mrs. Horace
this were roses, chrysanthe- Marceiene Turner
and Mr. Chandler, Selection of Living'
mums, jonguils and poinsetters. ' R. T. Turner
for Bill Speros Ads, with Mr. Chandler; Itirs.1
pleasant
The main feature of the Co; Shirley Nubia, daughter
William 0. Little, budget and
ball was the "Living Ada",of Mr. and Mrs. N. Nubia resharply at midnight. Twenty.presented Pepsis Cola. Alene finances, and Mrs. Little;
Mrs Longion Cooke chairman
•
two attractive young ladies Jones, represented the Memof publicity and Mr. Cooke,
from the various high schools phis World. Her parents
were appropriately dressed to Mr. & Mrs. Preston Jones. are Mrs. John Johnson, choreotgraphy, with Mr. Johnson, Mrs.
depict the four seasons. Four Linda Swanson,
granddaugh-i James M. Smith Souvenier
The
sanctuary
choir
of
girls brought on each season ter of
Mrs. J. Baker representedIBooklet,
with
Mr. Smith, Pleasant Green Baptist
in an elaborate costume covered Coca Cola.
For Wig City wasi Mrs. Anderson Bridges, Gene-church will present a program
with vegetables, fruits, flowers Jeanette Sharp,
aftughter of ral Chairman, of the Ball with l and state drive pageant at
and evergreen." Each ad was Mr. &
Mrs. W. Sharp. Solores Mr. Bridges; Miss Marie Brad-1 the church on Sunday night.
presented by genial A. C. Moore, daughter
of Mr. ford chairman of the Living March 26, starting at 7:30, and
"Moohah" Williams, program & Mrs.
Charlie Moore sepresen- Ads Presentation, Mrs. Leon J the public is invited.
director of
Radio
Station ted Tennessee Funeral System.
Griffin choreography, and Mr. I Herbert Kneeland will be
WDIA.
Nat Buring chose Miss Fran- Griffin, Mrs. O'Ferrell Nelson, the narrator for the program,
wing each maul
cise Cooke, daughter of Mr. vice pres. who so efficiently and Ford Nelson of Radio Stawere five or six ads presented & Mrs. Felton Earles, refire- and
effectively carried on at l don WDIA will be the master
from each season. Living ads. sented Universal Insurance Co.. the helm during the
illness of;of ceremonies.
presented were: Emma May. Toni Smith, the daughter of Mrs. Hester Miller.
Mrs. Ne1-1 Mrs. Lillie Walker is chairweather, daughter of M. Mr. & Mrs. T. Smith for son was also in
charge of'man of the program, and Rev.
:wet Mrs. T. L. Mayweather, M. I. College.
decorations with Mr. Nelson; E. L. McKinney pastor of the
representing Racing. Her sister.
A "first" was the Presenta- Mrs. Harold Lewis. chairman church at 1251 Nicholas at.
Patricia Mayweather was a tion
of daughters of JUGS "- -cigarette and booklet girl.
members. They were Beverly
Cute Pat was appropriately Miller, daughter of the presidressed as "Uncle Sam" for, dent, Mrs. A. D. Miller and Mr.
the holiday, "Fourth of July"; Miller, who represented t h e
Deborah Jefferson, daughter Washington D. C. Chapter of
of Mrs. Mable Bynum Baker,..J. U. G S. Inc; and La Juana
representing WDIA; MelbertnJohnson. daughter of J.U.G.I
Meadows daughter of Mr. Mrs. John Johnson and Mr..
and Mrs. B. F. Meadows; Johnson. She represented the
Jackie Swif t, daughter ofjhusbands of J.U.G.S. Cigarette
Mr. & Mrs. 0. Swift, represent- and booklet girls were dressed
ing Price Drapery Co; Terryce'to costumes pepicting ValentNeeley. duaghter of Mr..
tines' Fourth of J u 1 y, HalloMrs. Charles Hurt, representing ween and Christmas. They were
the S. H. Johnson Improve-'Debra Lynn Curry, Marsha
ment Enterprises.
.Chandler and Vivial Miller.
For the Tri-State Defender ;Billboards made by Walter Guy.
was Joanne O'Neal daughter of j were displayed by Norma HolloMr. & Mrs. Clifton O'Neal; way and Gwen Fugh.
and Claudia Conners, daughter Before the show Mr. Alfred
of Mr. & Mrs. H. Connors, Motlow set the tone by singing
for Southern Funeral Home. "If Ever I Should Leave You.
DEPT. STORES
Representing Bleach and Glo .4fter the presentation, the
was Peggy Prater, daughter president, Mrs. Miller informed
125 Beale St.
1221 Thomas St.,
of Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Prather; the guest that the proceeds
and Linda Turner daughter of would go to St. Jude Children's

600 Present For JUGS' Annual
Charity Ball At The Rivermont

Green

oir Pageant

40 LIVING ADS sponsored by From left are Misses An'
various firms pose here in
drea Bradford, Ida Ballard,
— H.liday Inn- Rivermont.

Marsha Turner, Vivian Miller, Shirley Nubia, Alene

Jones, Linda Simmons and
Jeanette Sharp.

MEN'S dr,
Silk
Finish Sharkskin

(sum s24"
ifp BERT'S

ceeds from the annual CharST. JUDE BENEFIT — St.
Jud3 Rsearch Hospital f o r ity Ball sponsored by the
JUGs, Inc., of Memphis.
Children will receive pro-

AT CHARITY BALL- Posing here at Holiday I'm
Rivermont are seven young
women who participated in
the JUGS' annual Charity
Ball. Fres left are Misses

Jackie Swift, Terryce
Neely, Joanne O'Neal, Claudia Conners, Peggy Prater,
Debra Lynn Curry and Linda Turner.

Living Ads, from left, are
Misses Solores Moore, Frances Cooke, Beverly Miller,

Carol Ears, Marsha Chant!.
ler, Toni Smith and LaJuana Johnson.

Bathing Can Be Fun
The secret to making a bath spray for the intimate area.
both fun and functional is to This will assure longer lasting
enjoy it while you are taking it effects of cleanliness and welland make its effects last as being.
Deodorants a r e reassuring
long as possible for you.
To do this, begin by adding valuable ways to protect all
oils or bubbles to your bath parts of the body from odor;
.water to make you feel like a but they must be considered as
princess as you step in for your an accessory to and not a sub.
soak — no matter how brief titute for regultr bathing prac
tices.
it might have to be!
ento
water,
Drink a glass of
courage perspiration. before
you step into the steamy tub.
Set your hair and spray it
lightly so that your curls will
be fresh and perky when you
comb them out later.
Wash you face before you get
In. This will open your pores and
let your skin derive more beneThe "gentlemanly look" is in
fits from the steam.
The wild, unfettered look is
Take advantage of your bathout.
ing time to give yourself a
As a result, the fashionably
facial, a pedicure, or a manidressed male in '67 will have a
cure.
flair far different from that of
After you've scrubbed, relax
a season ago.
for a minute with a wet washThat's the story in men's
cloth across you eyes.
sportswear for spring and sumThen rinse with the tub water, mer
this year. The trend is
open the drain, and turn on a away
from extremism — the
brisk shower as cold as you
Mod, Carnaby Street and Westcan take it.
ern looks — and toward the
Finally, towel dry and apply restrained, dignified appearance
deodorants, an anti-perspirant
ai of a more classic period.
for the underarm area, and
In short, men are dressing up
feminine
hygiene deodorant In sports apparel.

Dignity Teams
Up With Color
In Menswear

EXTRA IN IMBUING, .
BECAUSE IT'S SIDED
EXTRA DIY
AddI,.
plus
r/V,OM"
• twth /Is• eyed %We
• Ste a Ie., Vag WM*øs4y
elf inovId Ory,
IAN 'Napa it &dm robvsIIINg.
Is. Slag kw wore

CASILING 11111111110111
CONPANY,
OILLIVILLII, ILLINOIS

IN..411..1* 4. S. 1184...
••••.. Mom IV?

People who want peace of mind
...go with Greyhound.
Many people originally tried Greyhound of mind is more than a state of mind. It's
just to save money.Then discovered that a fact when you go with Greyhound.
Greyhound offers so much more. How Nobody has lower tarps than Greyhound. For example
easy it is to relax and enjoy the ride, the
ONE A A,
AY
friendly people, the scenery you could
CHICAGO
115'. NASHVILLE
1 6"
never see as well by any other travel
ST. LOWS
s10'° CLEVELAND, OHIO. 1236°
DETROIT
12111 DALLAS, TEXAS ... 1142°
way. All the pleasant things that go with
NEW YORK CITY
535
55 JACKSON, MISS.
s 62°
traveL No wonder Greyhound carries
Save 10'0 each way with a round-trip ticket
more people than anybody else. Peace
Greyhound Terminal • 203 Union Ave. - Phone 525-5731

•

.

,.4 •

el

=1,z;f4g
t:

mr-.4

P,4

GO GREYHOUND

--rkV

ftst

...and leave the driving to us

.17
119147114‘ 1.„
,
111

• •

•
.

•••
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•
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•

.4k.„q„.4‘4404 ok-...0%
4,44016,4*
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Tournament
Pets Should Be Alcoa Defeats Holston To Wrap Up

fallen behind 44-26 at intermis-tups thwarted the West Tennes-!Carver's performance but we
can all agree that it was unsion against Johnson City. Gary seeans in a last pasp effort to'
—.timely, but that is the way life
I'm sure the Carver Cobrasi
championship
o
t,
state
bread-and
bring the
Steverson the Aggies
is, filled with uncertainties
had been forewarned how tragic butter throughout the season the Bluff City.
one bad game in tournament with a 30 plus average, again,
How- Patillio ended the night of
play can be but it took a 49-44 led Woodstock in scoring.
point pronie. misery with 17 points, the same
Steverson's
ever,
Chatof
hands
the
at
'defeat
was a J.otal garnered by Ralph Jones
taixxign Riverside in the quar- tion of 19 in each game,
Riverside. James Abernathy,
terfinals of the State meet last far cry from the astronomicall°f
whose clutch tip ins kept Carver
mates
his
carried
that
scoring
Teeof
A parade will herald the
University
numthe
at
week
A report of increased
a successful campaign. from falling apart at the seams grand reopening of Waym-an
bers of stray and semi-wild dogs nessee fieldhouse in Knoxville through
during cold shooting spells,
for the fact to leave indeliable Carver didn't see action in finished with 16. Riverside is Chapel AME church on Easter
in the county has brought a
Sunday. March 26, starting at
Memdisheartened
print on the
the week long hoop festival tin- coached by Dorsey Sims who
warning from Dr. Eugene Fo2:30 p. m., and the public is inphians.
til last Wednesday. The Cobras''started his coaching career at
winkle, director of the Memphis
vited to share in the Oband Shelby County Health DeCoach L. C. Gordon and many opponent was Nashville North, South Pittsburg, a few miles servance.
partment, that dog owners in observers agreed that the Co- the Region Five champ which,down the road from Chattanoo- The message will be given
the city and county should have bras .didn't have one of their had upset Nashville Stratfordo ga. Sims is graduate of Ten- by Rev. F. D. Jordan, presiding
their pets vaccinated against better games gainst the Tro- the team that edged 1966 TSSAAInessee A&I where he was a bishop of the 13th Episcopal
rabies immediately.
jans, ranked fourth in the final champ, Pearl. Carver had little quarterback for the Big Blues. District of the AME church.
state-wide polls. Alcoa whipped trouble dispensing with North, Carver had to go against Riv- Also participating in the
Dr. Fowinkle said that while
Riverside 50-41, and in a 46-45 burying the Yankees under a erside without tha services of services will be general officers,
Shelby County is still free of
cliff-hanger against Knoxville 66-43 avalanche. Carver wasn't arvin asrooks, who hew pastors and laymen, as well
rabies, several cases have been
Holston, the same team the razor sharp in the rout, but with back home alter the victory as friends.
reported in ./ildlife in West
28,
for
hitting
Patillio
Frank
Tornadoes convincingly beat
over 'o
because o ea in Rev. Delphine Irby is the
Tennessee in recent months.
in the regional the week before, points and North's five for 20 the family. It is hard to assess Pastor of the church located at
Previously, a rabies epidemic
wrapped up the Tennessee record at the free throw line, how much his absence had on 152 Silverage.
in wildlife had been confined to
Secondary Schools Athletic As- the issue was never in doubt.
Middle and Eastern Tennessee.
socjation championship. Science With their game immediately
He stated that rabies could Hill of Johnson City won third following Riverside's 71-63 viceasily spill over the wild ani- place by dealing Riverside a tory over McMinnville City the
iile4
70.Z
VleddCobras weren't able to concenmals into the stray dog popu- 57-50 loss.
foe.
night
next
their
on
trate
lation and from there to domesWoodstock was the first Re- Against Riverside, Carver
'tic animals.
EASY TERMS
gion Nine representative to get couldn't seem to ever get on the
The health department will eliminated from the tourney beam as the two teams waltzed
sponsor annual rabies vacci- when the Aggies ran into some to a slowed down first half that
Parthenon in Old Greece. nation clinics April 22 and torrid shooting from Johnson found the Chattanoogans clingApril 29. Dr. Fowinkle said City. Blasting the hoops with ing to a 16-13 advantage.
From left they are Misses
pet owners should not wait uncanny accuracy the East
Shirley W,y a t t, Jackson
until clinics are held, but Tennesseans hit on 62.7 per cent In the second half Carver
Miss.; and juniors Patricia
Damron, ['ounce, Tenn.; should take their pets to pri- of their shots to notch an easy tried vainly to overcome small
Peggy Burress, Dyersburg, vate veterianrians. "It is im- 87-58 decision. Playing much deficits but each time the CoTenn., and Clara West of portant that dogs be vaccinated better than in its 51-47 open- bras were denied the lead by a
ing round conquest of Franklin, bad pass, forced shot, missed
now," he said.
Nashville.
!Woodstock never-the-less had free throws and even blown layCARVER FALTERS

Given Rabies

Parade To Herald
Church Reopening

Vaccine Now

left

READY FOR EASTER PARADE — Wearing specially
designed orchid corsages.
gifts from Emma's Flowers,
and spring creations t'sey
made themselves in advanced clothing classes at
Tennessee State university,

PALACE CLOTHING CO.

these coeds are ready to
lead the Easter Parade.
The bevy of home economics majors, taught by
Mrs. Geraldine Fort, exhibits skill as models as well
posing
in
modistes
as
Nashville's replica of the

214-216 South Main St.
Ph. 526-2424

St. John Women Will Heroic Effort Saves
Child In Tragic Fire
Present Mrs• Bond

learned that the youngster had
been burned on the hands
Annual Women's Day will be
stomach. But despite his
and
after
Sunday
next
celebrated
serious condition it is believed
noon at the St. John Baptist
church at the corner of Vance
he will recover.
and Orleans, and the guest
The whereabouts of the childspeaker will be Mrs U. S. Bond
ren's mother, Mrs. Robert Todd,
of Madison, Ark.
The charred bodies of Martin was not established at the time
Todd, 5. and Robert Todd, 2, of the fire. The cause of the
Introducing the guest speaker
were taken from the burned- fire was not immediately stated
will be Mrs. Jennie Brodnax
out ruins of their home by fire- by firemen, who put out the
Vance of Humboldt, Tenn.. like
ton, 4, was rescued from the blaze. The house was virtually
Mrs. Bond, a former member
flames by Mr. Bell. Mr. Bell gutted.
of the church.
said he was next door, dozing
Mr. Todd Sr., was at the
A native Memphian, s h e is
on a couch.
scene Saturday afternoon but
remembered by many as Cliffie
When he heard that a house was not available for comment.
Carter Bond. Before her marwas
afire next door, he ran out- His wife was understood to be
riage, she was a teacher in the
side and heard the cries of the at the home of relatives.
Memphis city schools, was on
trapped children. He went to
Mr. Bell, the rescurer of the
the faculty of Melrose Elementhe door in the rear of the third Todd child, has been contary and what is now Booker
house because he could see the spicuous in helping to save the
T. Washington High school.
flames jutting out of the front lives of at lease five other perMrs. Bond and her husband,
doors and windows. He crashed sons
simular situations
in
MRS. U. S. BOND
U. S. Bond, poet, businessman
through a rear door and into over the past seven years. One
and head of the Bond Labora- Banks, secretary; Mrs. Edith a room filled with smoke.
time he rescued five persons
tories at Madison, Ark., recent- Cotton and Mrs, Vahness Moore He could still bear the three
from a fire. Another time he
ly returned home after a tour finance; Mrs. Carrie F. Scott, small children crying. He
rescued two from fire. And he
of Europe and the Holy Land. speakr; M r s. Ins Morri S. groped
through the smoke, saved one person from drownThe program will start at 3 publicity: Mrs. Mary Smith and crawling on the floor, and felt ing. He is a slow-talking, easyp. m. Mrs. Juanita Turner is Mrs. Cokella Grimes. evange- one of the children falling from going man. He could not rescue
Mrs. Essiellistic; and Mrs. Cecil Hayes a bed. He grasped the child, the two Todd children who died,
chairman, and
and Mrs. Hattie Sanders, recep- three-year-old Clifton Todd, and because the fire was too inFixer co-chairman.
tion; Mrs. J. Martin and Mrs. took him outside. It was later tense.
Other women leading out in L. Wade, decorations; and Mrs
the observance are Mrs. Marie Fannie Palmer, dinner.
The death of two small ciill,dren who died early last Saturday morning in a fire at their
home. 970 Greenwood. also
made a three-times hero of
James Bell 43, 1349 Michigan
who rescued their four-year old
brother from the flames.

Mrs. Fannie Ruth Lamar: of
937-H LeMoyne drive, child
evangelist and originator of
Community Service, will help
bring Easter joy to the senior
citizens, shut-ins and the afflicted of Leiteyne Gardens as
has been her custom for a number of years.

Martin. pastor of St. Andrew
AME church, of which Mrs. Lamar is a member, a n d Mrs.
Katie Burehelt, a member of
Hamilton school.

VEGETABLE
OILLIBBY S
DECANTER BOTTLE

1 LIMIT

SALAD
DRESSING

QT
2 LIMIT

20 OZ.

29e

HI-C

a ot

for

itu

17 OZ

2 39°
for

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

6

for

OMEGA

CREAM PIES

FLOUR

75 CTN.

FRED MONTESI

D".

25' vil'HILTE 2 19'
D".

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and
tebacco also excluded In compliance with state law).
One coupon per •fain i I y. Coupon imp ire. Wodnosday,,
Noon, March 29.

0.)

You'll wear

EGGS

Or 59c Off 2 Dozen Other Si,. Eggs -Infertile

WITH COUPON

FRED

4
•
•

MONTESI
7

ALUMINUM

Diamond FOIL
12x25

• 99 South Main Strays
Owe,Accounts lowittsi

•

GRADE A 'LARGEGRADE A MEDIUM

Grade A Large
Grade A Medium-All White

2251 S. BELLEVUE

S

•

-;Wqrt

EGGS

2861 LAMAR AVE.

•

°
29

5 LB.
BAG

14 OZ,

$3600

I

• Sandwich Bags

MORTON

FLAVORS

GLAD

FRED MONTESI

StaerAdams Shoes for
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort —plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

290

Cut Green Beans

4 TOTAL LIMIT

for

BLACK or
BROWN

•
4
•

DELMONTE

80Z.

See Lee King
For Your
Stacy Adam- steles

Crushed Pineapple

BLUE PLATE

BISCUITS

Hours will be 9 to 3 and there
After singing "Yes, .Jesus
be a $1 registration fee,
will
Loves Me." and repeating John
to Dennis Hayes,
according
_3:16. photographs will be made
iiresident of the council.
• An added feature of the visits
Dr. Howard Kaltenborn and
"last year was the presentation Dr. Dan Walker of Memphis
:of gladioli to each person State University, and Cleve- visited.
.
land Staples, teacher at Mitch• -▪ The flowers were donatedl ell Road High School. will direct
.
WS year by Rev. Elmer M. the workshop and seminar.

"We Never Close"

HUMKO

PUFFIN

LeMoyne's Studskit Council is
mathematics
a
sponsoring
workshop and seminar for
high school students at the
college this Friday and Saturday, March 24-25.

FARMER'S MARKET

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

DRINK
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

Math Workshop
A group of junior missiona- Planned By
ries under the direction of Mrs.
Student Group
LaMarr will make the visits.

The young people will present
each senior citizen with a handmade basket filled with gailycolored Easter eggs, an original
Easter greeting, religious tracts
devotional guides and a miniature Bible.

EAST-5014 POPLAR At Mendennuir

ORANGE or GRAPE 4%

Senior Citizens To Be
Visited Easter Morning

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES

190

LIBBY'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL
17
4 7OZ
LIMIT

154

a

1
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Pistil

Monk Simon Is Honored
At District Tournament
The Bluff City Coaches and The plaque was presented
lfficials Association honored to Mr. Simon by Joseph WestIt s longtime commissioner, brook, outstanding former
E. H. "Monk" Simon with an coach at Melrose, who was a
engraved plaque for his many teammate of Mr. Simon at
years of dedicated service LeMoyne college.
to the organization and for Melvin
Conley,
longtime
his significant contributions to officiating partner of the
the sports scene in the Mem- honoree, woo was master of
phis area.
ceremonies, called upon many
Mr. Simon's sports career of the well-known coaches and
covers a period from his play- officials who have helped in
ing days as a member of the development of sports
LeMoyne's famous Mad Magi- over the years.
cians through several years of
coaching at Manassas and Le- The roster included Taylor
Moyne. He has for many years Hayes, P. W. Thornton, D. J.
been a top ranking official Thomas, Sr., W. P. Porter,
in high school and college James Boone, John Johnson,
A. D. Miller, Fred Jordan,
football and basketball.
The plaque was presented to J. K. Davis, Milton Barber
Mr. Simon during a brief cere- and others.
mony prededing the Anal fame The entire Bluff City memof the District Tournament at bership, past and present, came
the Booker T. Washington High to the gymnasium floor to join
in the ovation.
School gymnasium.

•ar-

Manassas High School News

THE SIGNATURE THIS THE STORY
Our exclusive treretwise knit of
10011 Dialen4.aRel polyester
tonne dee pereect costume
lo atop into knew In Nary end
Wood Grow leinurnal anti *has.
Sine 12/
1
2/
1
222/
1
2
.Mk so 42.

PREVIEWof
OUR EASTER
SPECIALS
After Easter Prices
Dresses, Coats, Hats
sizes 5 u.p to 52

Eadeet Sfteciata
Blue Ridge Hose

Reg. $1.00
2 for $1.00

Friedman's Fashion
•

C4:749•••••••••••

•

HERFF FORD
BREAKS
PRICE BARRIER

AGAIN!
SPECIAL SALE
FRI.-SAT.-MON. ONLY!
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

NO GIMMICKS
ALL FORDS LISTED MUST BE SOLD!

10-1965 FORDS

TO CHOOSE FROM
GALAXIES, T-BIRDS, FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
2 doors, 4 door and hardtops. Some have air conditioning, auto!static, power steering, radio, and wsw tires.

$1095 uP

INNIIHIMMIUMIIMIIIIHIMMIHHHOU11111111111111111111HOMMO1111111111Hfl

30-1966 FORDS

GALAXIE 500's-2-DOORS AND 4-DOORS
T-BIRDS--FAIRLANE 500 4-DOORS
equipped, some with air conditioning, astomatic
factory
All are
transmission, power steering, radio and w.s.w. tires.

$1645up

a
a

•

•

•
•
•
•

DO YOU HAVE A MUSTANG 2+2!

MIERFF
HAS A PLAN FOR ALL TO OWN ONE
.41
/C°2
An-

a

SI

Nobody WALKS Away

FORD
HEM
opei Nites
458-1151
2450 Summer
••••••••• I •• •'•• it

a

•
•

•
•
•

Nowadays when she says "Let's go formal," and he sees red . . . it dosen't mean
he's angry. Just that he's about to slip into one of the colorful new dinner jackets that
are adding exciting fashion to forrnalwear.
Ever since pastel summer jackets, have been introduced, men no longer want
everything in black and white for summer evenings. Color has added a much desired
dash of derring-do, and this season the spectrum takes on the appearance of a rainbow.
Romantic reds, luscious lemons and heavenly blues are just a few of the tempting
tones bringing new glamour to his evenings . . . and hers.
The color choice in the Spring-Summer '67 line is the biggest in their history . . .
from the sensuous to the bold. But, unlike other years, prints and patterns are passe.
oust solid color . . . solid fashions.
•

With just a hint concerning ship of Jesus" and climaxed
happenings within the la st the inspirational message with
month, we will give you an idea the song "What a Friend We
of what has been going on, have in Jesus."
and we are hoping that our This was a day to be remem-1
column will not have to take bered in the history of St.
detours any more.
James. The choir, under the
direction of Director Robert
Valentine
beautiful
most
A
celebration in the form of a Owens of Lane College was
tea was held in the Stigall at its best. Rev. J T. Freeman
gymtorium, featuring little is minister of the church.
sweethearts from the Gillespie, Lane College Glee club was
Day Care Center, who stole worth anyone's money when
the show with their version they appeared at Lane Chapel'
of "Let Me Call You Sweet- CME church under the auspices of Stewardess Board No.
heart."
3. Their interpretation of "InFederated clubs sponsored
flamatus" by Rossini was tops.
eight of the little ones to the
It would be so nice if our young
tune of nearly $500., with more
people were exposed to more
than $150 going to the schoold music like that. Mrs. Cottrell
Hats off to the Junior club Thomas is president of the orgirls who did a most beauti- ganization, and Rev. L. T. Purful job substituting for two ham minister of the church.
adult clubs whose members are The Gloxinia Art and Garaged. Little Anthony Fitzgerald, den club met in February at
and little Miss Andrea the Baskerville's home with
Lee took off the honors as Mrs. Anna Bryson as co-hostthe sweetest of the sweethearts, ess, and the March meeting
having been supported by thel was held at the Lacey resiGloxinia Art and Garden and dence with Mesdames Martha
The Book Lovers Club. Mrs. Lacey and Lena Reid as coNelda Williams is president of hostesses. It will soon be time
the City Federation that spon- for yard judging, and it is
sored the tea.
the hope of the club that more
St. James brought a capacity' yards will be straigtened up
crowd again to the beau- and flowers planted than ever
tiful newly built church when. before. It makes for a beauthey invited friends from every- tiful city.
where to come together in Mrs. J. S. Vance was guest
fellowship. The Rev. R. J. speaker for the Literary and
Page, pastor of Macedonia Domestic club of Dyersburg,
Baptist church in Ja c k son as they observed their 50th anbrought his choir, officers and niversary, with an anniversary
ushers, a n d they with other dinner party at the Holiday
visitors
and
the
members Inn there. Accompanying her
wedged a beautiful sentiment was Mesdames Nelda Williams
of togetherness that is so ne- president of Humboldt's Federcessary in today 's Christian ated clubs; Ola Mae Mathis
world. Rev. Page brought a and Olga Vern Baskerville.
beautiful message "The Friend- was a very beautiful affair.

•

What's making color so popular with men? For one thing. they're finally discovering
what girls knew all along . . . That color flatters, particularly under seductively
subdued lights of evening. It's a refreshing look, too, one that reflects a youthful spirit
at summer resorts, on cruises and wherever there's music and moonlight. They're
also learning how the right shades can bring out the best in skin tones . . . more
than black o rwhite ever did. The eyes have it, too . . . with that romantic gleam
enhanced by the radiant glow of color in his jacket. And she's encouraging him to be
colorful. It complements her elegance, whispers fun-filled nights and dreamy memories.
But color isn't the only thing that's bringing him out of his "dulldrums." Style.
shape, fabrics and textures are playing their parts, too.

ti-40144
President Lyndon Johnson presents the Alf'
Medal to Capt. Alas Renshaw laird froa
left), a B-52 pilot from Watermill, N.. Ir.,
during ceremonies prior to the President's
departure from Guam. The other officers,
who also received the medal, are (from left)
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Major Robert Winslow, East St. Louis, ill.,
Capt. Carl Schmidt, Haverton, Pa.; Capt.
David Pederson, Fayetteville, N. V., Capt.
P. doh Rothstein, Newark, N. J.. and Capt.
Jmnes 14ade, Knoxville, Tenn. (UPI Telephoto)

NEED DRIVERS LICENSE?
We Will Help You
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Ph. 275-3600

MID SOUTH HOUSI CLEANING
411 McEWEN
Wall Washing, Floor Waxing, Painting,
Blinds Repaired, Window Washing
Janitor Service By The Week
24 Hours A Day

aaill111
•

1111111111111111111

r.41111 IN
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What are some of the new ideas for after six? Cording (in black or matching colors)
and embroidery are providing appealing accents for collars and cuffs. In the spotlight,
too, are fabulous new fabrics with the look of linen or the soft sheen of silk. Another
alter six fasorite is the raw rugged texture of 110% Tussah silk. And when it comes
to the shape they're in, more and more men will be seeing double and single breasted
as fitting styles for furmalwear this spring and summer.

•

•

A

ColorIn Formals Takes Men
Out Of Their 'Du lldrums'

HUMBOLTD NEWS

47 NO.MAIN STREET

•

BOYS:
Hello Youngbloods:
Pat's back gladl y sharin" Donald Griffin, Claude Gaswith you the rest of the best ton, Clarence Brister, Melvin
around the Boss Big "M".
Robertson. Robert Roby, Lardy
SPOTLIGHT
arry Ewing and Willie Watson.
First let's take time to salute HMS:
one of the most-likely to-suc- Doris Herring, LaJuana Johnceed juniors.
son, Marva Bowen, Ora Nathan,
This gracious young lady is Annie Rupert, Dorothy Franklin
a member of the 11-3 home- and Gloria Davis.
room of Mr.,Clarence Stokes.
On campus she is a member APPRECIATION
week each school
of the National Honor Society, The past
from its busy
taken
time
has
chaplain
of
the
as
the
serves
"Career
observe
to
curriculum
junior class and appears reguwas honored
larly on the Varsity Team and Week." Manassas
to have such speakers as Mrs.
the Honor Roll.
She is the lovely daughter Ruthie Strong, guidance counSchool;
of Mrs. Curtis Herring of 1228 selor of Melrose High
Weakley Avenue. By now you Rev. J. A. McDaniel, executive
have guessed our special one secretary of the Memphis Urban League, and the Honorable
this week is Doris Herring.
superintendent
She is a member of the An- E. C. Stimbert,
City School
Memphis
the
of
tioch Baptist church on North
System.
Bellevue.
To Doris, we, the Manassas So Tigers I'll see you again
High Family say, "Keep up the next week with my dope and
good work and may you alwaya data t h a t's interspersed with
a bit of chitter-chatter.
succeed in your endeavors."
THE MOST "HIP" TIGERS From Pat to you "Bye Now.

Here are two smartly-attired men rearing a rich harvest of fashion. The fabric
for each of these dinner jackets is a blend of Fortrel and Viscose with the
provocative appearance of linen. On the left, single-brested styling with black
cording edging the sell shawl collar. elle black cording is echoed on the self toffs.
The flap pockets are double-piped, and the single vent is centered at the back. On
the right, the double-brested look that's more in demand than ever for evening.
Black cording hialights the classic lilies of the self shawl collar, and repeats the
eye-catching effect on the self cuffs. The jacket has double-piped pockets, and side
vents for soft, smoother Fhape. Oeftly designed for the man with a flair for fashion
and a penchant for pleasure. (By after six formals - available at Gingiss Brothers.)

V
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Ph. 276-2631
Ph. 527-7040
Ask For Arthur Cole
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iseconds remaining for awhile meet.
Perhaps the observer was:
I appeared only to make the right Winston Salum. another
score close. Alcoa had faith and, all-sepia outfit, wrapped up the
1
managed to steal the ball witht college division crown in NCAA
i
nine seconds, took a timeout to! by upending tough Southwest
plot its strategy, and the rest is Southwest Missouri State 77-74
history.
last Saturday night in the finals
Finishing its season with a at Evansville, lad. Southern
33-1 record Alcoa showed its Illinois small college in ranking
strength by placing three play- only. reached the epitome of
ers on the all-tournament team success when the Satukis bein the persons of Marsh, Davis, came the first small college
,and Carroll Blaylock. Carver, to win the National Invitational
/1111111111111111111111y
LITTLEIMari
ivictims of a cold night against,Tournament with a smashing
Chattanooga Riverside, placed 71-56 victory over Marquette in
RAINBOW END
vile Holston last Saturday night Frank Patillio on
the select the finals.
It was in 1965 before 11,002 in the University of Tennessee:group. Others included Jimmy This weekend at Louisville
fans in the Mid-South Coliseum fieldhouse. Last year Alcoa was England of Holston, James four teams come to town to
that Alcoa missed bagging the upset early in the state tourney:Hairston of third place Johnson battle for the NCAA title a
by Hampton. This year was the;City,
Alexander
Leroy
of the appropriate site, Freedom
championship in the state cham- last chance for the
sophs of - Riverside, Larry King of Hols- Hall. As predicted when UCLA
pionship in the state high schoa 1965 to vindicate themselves. So ton, Dave Richardson of Stratstarted its fall practice the
basketball tourney when the all they did was grab the num- ford and Ricky Bryant of Mc- Uclans had teserved one
of the
Tornadoes were turned back by her one ranking in the state Minnville City. England. ticket- four
places and with the cona much taller crew from Mur- during the regualar season and ed for the Vols next season, was,
vincing manner in which Louisfreesboro 41-3:4
marched off with tne bir prize named th most valuable player. ville went through the MVC,
Memphians came to adopt after those three hectic post:
NCAA CAGE WINDUP . many were predicting a UCLAthe pint-sized cagers from Alit- regualiotion periods which sub- When
someone
mentioned Louisville final. The Cardinals
minum City because of their, clued Hoston on late basket by that Kentucky appeared un- were warned not to look past
tremendous hustle and the es- ! Davis, 46-45. The ball, after nar-,stoppable going into the semi- tough Kansas in the Midwest
traordinary leaping ability of ly stopping the hearts of 11,816 finals of the NCAA Tournament'Regional
at Lawrence. In
David Davis. Davis was one of onlookers, finally fell through;last year, an observer remark- reality it was Houston which
a few Negroes playing in the to bring to an end one of the- ed that a team couldn't win the broke he Cards' golden dreams
most exciting cage scrpas in National Championship without in the first game and went on
meet for the first time.
Davis, who is still listed at state tournament history.
Negro players. The eventual to edge SMU 83-75 for the right
6-0. and 5-7 David March were
The fact that Alcoa overcame winner Texas Western had ai to face UCLA in the first game
sophomores on that 1965 aggre- a three point 45-4.2 Holston ad-.starting five dominated by Ne- Friday night in Louisville.
gation. The pair teamed to givel vantage in the last 30 seconds groes. Three of the four teams UCLA downed the Colltge of the
Alcoa the title which had eludedi is even more remarkable. Davis in the state tourney finals just Pacific 80-64 in t h e Western
the Tornadoes for two years, was the man of the moment. completed at Knoxville had Regional.
BROTHERHOOD AWARD
but A took three overtimes to however, his layup on a pass sepia stars. Five teams from
— An award for "Practicaccomplish the feat over Knox-ifrom March with about 10 were entered in t h e TSSAA
ing democratic ideals in
employment"
was
presented to Arthur G. McNttt,
have moved paint into the Age' third from left, Central
of Specialization. Paint product_ division manager of Naare used for varied purposes tional Distillers, by the Chiranging from the roof to the cago Conference for Brothbasement floor. So, remember
before you buy that there is
such thing as an ad purpose
paint; there are different paints
for dirrerent purposes. Con
suit your local rputable pain
dealer for the ugh paint for
the right surface. And, while
you're there, ask about exciting
new products.

PORTS
HORIZON

Household Tips

mara
thon
sale
!
at ACEAP
PUANCE CO.
see how much more your money can buy!

SAVE $101
litAYS111
•
•

COLOR TV
Largest Picture Tube Made! 295 Sq. In.

Galaxy Of Stars To
Appear In Ice Show

ill., I11:111:1,1ffi
Gat

511[KBIAEK
DOUBLE ACTION
COLORS GUY IVAIRID3

DRESSES HAIR IMMO

AT Pal DRUG STORES
. EARN 572.01
Sal 144 - 1 pound cent pure
Mock POPPOR Sand 91.75 for
'floompl• can.
To:
THE TASTYEE PEPPER CO.
Box 4416
Illamplols. Tone. 38104

WONDER BREAD
NEEDS ROUTE SALESMAN
Excellent opportunity with large national company for aggressive young
men. 21-35. Salary range from 1125
Excellent opportunity for
and
up
secure future. Good retirement. paid
vacations and holidays. Moat be high
school graduate and draft free. Apply
In person.
CONTINENTAL RARING COMPANY
400 Moore*
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1963 Pontiac Catalina V-8 Automatic
Power steering, power brakes. No
Money Down. Calf
458-0373

PAINTING
REMODELING
ROOFING
Calk Appreciated
523_1964
Mr. Tyler

Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do HI

NO MONEY DOWN!

No Payment 'til July
•Glare-proof rectangular RCA Hi-Lite Color Tube
•Super•pararfol New v1sta°25.0030-volt chasms
•New Vista VHF,Solid State UHF tuners
•RCA Autornatc Coke Purifier "cancels" magnetism
•RCA solid copper circuits for ewe age dependability

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
•

All 4 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

CALL JA 6-8397
EAST
3431 Smisseer
i.'... Noie.• sod Se

Ph. 324-4404

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
Serving Memphis for over 20 YearsSince 194i

WHITEMAYEN
4211 Hwy. VI So.

Pb. 394-0141S
FRAYSER
MIS Thaseme, Hwy. 11 N.

Pb. 351-45115
LAMAR
1
3174 LAMAS

•fte,-

I.. 1. RATON ... 5.5. 11111111.1

Ph. 324-4114

erhood, and Mrs. McNitt,
holding flowers, expresses
her pride. Attending dinner
for Mr. McNitt with their
wives were Nollosal Bin.
tillers executives and wives,
from left, Bev Wilder, Earl
Gary and Henry DumouB.

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE
LADIES DRESSES
MEN'S SHIRTS
MEN'S PANTS
LADIES BLOUSES
LADIES SKIRTS
MEN'S SUITS
GIRLS DRESSES

25e
1S
20c
25c
25c
$1.95
25c

Furniture, Apo!. Stoves, Ref., C.E. Irons 8 Shoes

Ph. 526-8419
173 S. Main St.
Half Block North of Beale)

A galaxy of stars headed by comic headliners are Eric
Ronnie Robertson, the world's Waite, Guy
Longpre and Ivor
finest skater and Petra Burka,
the 1965 world's women's cham- Robson and the acrobatic Max162-164.161 SEAL( ST.
pion enliven seven spectacular Wells.
productions in the 1967 edition
of "Holiday Oa Ice." This allnew skating extravaganza is
Why suffer agony' le minutes get relief that
evenmore elaborate than past lasts
with ORA-1EL. Speed -release formula
revues. There is great skating, puts it to work quickly to relieve
throbbing toothache pain.
glamorous costumes, wonderful Recommended by many dewtisb. eTe1"44.
o
PlUtiNTS
music, lots of comedy and un- Ask your pharmacist for
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
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